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Al-Purchase Teen Named p. 1B
50 Cents

Tuition recommended at $550, board to meet tonight
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
After hearing varied comments from
parents during a public forum and considering different amounts, a Murray
Independent Schools committee decided Tuesday to recommend non-resident
students pay $550 each of the next three
school years.
The Murray Board of Education will
consider the committee's recommendation during a special-called meeting
tonight at 7:30 at the Carter

Administration Building. In addition to
approving or rejecting the tuition rate,
the board will go into executive session
for a personnel matter.
The 11-member committee, which
includes three non-resident parents and
three parents who live in the district,
considered tuition amounts ranging
from $500 and $600 before compromising in the middle. The recommendation
also includes an emphasis that this
year's Murray High juniors and families with multiple children be given pri-

Coding error

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
A small discrepancy in the
enrollment
non-resident •
Calloway County Schools
reported in the 2004-05 contract
Murray
Independent
with
Schools Would be chalked up as
a simple clerical error in most
cases. But in light of the ongoing situation regarding non-resident students in both Calloway
and Murray districts, "most
cases" doesn't apply from the
of
Department
Kentucky
Education's standpoint.
Calloway County board
attorney Rick Jones said a coding error by admission secretaries led to some Calloway
County residents names mistakenly being put OA the ntan-rnident list and some Murray residents names being left off the
list.
The discrepancy between the
actual enrollment of city residents and what was reported to
KDE involves about 28 names
— or about I percent of the

about 2,800 Calloway students
who are cooed non-resident or
resident in the enrollment computer system.
About 240 Murray school
district residents were reported
attending Calloway schools in •
the non-resident contracts
allows state average daily attendance dollars to be properly
transferred between districts
when students attend schools
outside their home district.
Jones said the contract included
six names of Calloway residents
who shouldn't have been listed
as non-residents and lacked 22
students who actually live in the
city school district. Effectively,
that makes Calloway's non-resident figures about 16 more than
originally reported.
Jones said he learned the list
submitted with the multi-year
non-resident contract signed
March 10 differed from an earlier list when a KDE official alerted him the next day. Although

See Page 2A

ority to any scholarships generated by
private contributions to the Murray
Foundation.
"I know people want a commitment.
A three-year commitment is a pretty
good commitment," said committee
chairman Bob Rogers, who Murray
hired in January as a financial consultant. "In three years, your committee
won't be sitting here wondering how
many will attend."
While many variables existed for the
committee to solve the tuition equation,

the largest unknown was how many
Calloway residents would continue to
attend Murray despite having to pay
tuition. Of the 911 current Calloway
residents enrolled at Murray, 68 are
graduating seniors. Adding about 30
siblings who would be of school-age,
there would be 873 non-resident students if all of the families stayed
enrolled out of their home district.
The committee decided last week to
send a survey home to parents to find
out how many students intended to stay

at Murray even though parents still didn't know a tuition figure. Interim
Director of Pupil Personnel Craig
Turner presented the survey results to
the committee. Half of the 536 surveys
returned, 272 indicated they would pay
$50 or more a month. An additional 129
surveys — or 24 percent — indicated
students would stay if tuition was less
than $45 a month. Forty-six surveys —
or 9 percent — said those students

•See Page 2A

Parents appeal judge's denial
Judge denies
reinsertion of
feeding tube
By VICKIE CHACHERE
Associated Press Writer
TAMPA, Fla.(AP)— A federal judge tosday refused to
order the reinsertion of Terri
Schiavo's
feeding
tube, denyan
ing
emergency
request
the
from
brain-damaged
woman's
Schlavo
parents that
had been
debated in Congress and
AP Photo
backed by the White House.
the Woodside
U.S. District Judge James
outside
prays
Fla.,
Tampa,
of
Carl
Melissa
er
support
o
Schiav
Terri
Pan"
Whittemore said the 41-yeare Monthly ellissatosai in PirieMss Perk, Ms,viwwwwwmanneMOMISIMMIIIM
old wontnif's pareMs. Bob and Hospic
on whether
appeal
an
ering
s
Schiavo'
Terri
Mary Schindler, had not estab- Florida courts. Despite "these representing
Schiavo's right to due
Terri
were
lawyers
said
parents,
cird
strained
likelihoo
time
difficult and
lished a "substantial
g to the process had been violated.
of success" at trial on the merits cumstances," he wrote, "this immediately appealin
Howard Simon, executive
court is constrained to apply the llth Circuit Court of Appeals in
of their arguments.
life."
Tern's
"save
to
Atlanta
Whittemore wrote that law to the issues before it."
Rex Sparklin, an attorney That court was already consid- •See Page 5A
Schiavo's "life and liberty
interests" had been protected by
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Legislature adjourns, leaving vetoes sustained
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — Alter reaching an agreement about taking over office
space adjacent to the Capitol, the 1003
General Assembly sustained Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's budget vetoes, cleared off some
unfinished paperwork and adjourned
Monday.
Within the budget, the legislature had
essentially evicted the executiNe branch
from much of the Capitol Annex, the office
building that sits behind the Capitol. The
legislature has slowl, taken oser more than

half the building in the last sesend years.
House Speaker Jody Richards said the
administration has agreed to slowly move
out of the remaining space over the next
three years.
Richards said more meeting and office
space is needed in the annex for the legislature.
The delayed move for executive branch
employees will allow time for the $35 million renovation of the old state office building in downtown Frankton.

Other vetoes related to operation of me
old governor's mansion, duplicate projects
and some technical nemers.
On its last day, lawmakers also fixed several budget issues, including the term of
bonds sold to finance school construction.
replaced an outlawed restriction on electioneering near polling places and decided to
close schools on primary election days.
A late-night committee meeting also
approved the naming 01 12 highways and
bridges across the state.

•Tuition ...
From Front
ould he going to Calloway.
"Our survey results show us
v,e has e many families willing
to pa WO a year,- committee
member Marc Peebles. who
I is es in the district. said.
After much discussion, the
committee decided against rectImmending exemptions for
employees children, this year's
mniors and multi-children famiI les.

"My heart goes out, but I see
the data telling me not to give
the 'break," non-resident parent
Sandy Morgan told her fellow
committee members,adding as a
mother of three children she
understands the importance of
making sure families aren't split
between the two school districts.
All three principals also
served on the committee. They
seemed committed to keeping
tuition low enough to minimize
financial burdens on families

but still maintain quality education for all students — both
those who live in and out of the
district.
"As a committee, we owe it
to people to treat everyone as
fairly as possible," Murray High
School Principal Teresa Speed
said.
The board also will decide
how to the tuition will be paid.
The committee recommended
the first month's payment be
used as a deposit upon enroll-

Dexter-Almo to flush hydrants Thursday
The Dexter-Almo Water District will flush
tire hydrants Thursday from 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Officials with the water district advise cus-

'•

'

tomers not to wash clothes during that time period.

#
••1/4,

ment and the other installments
be made over the course of the
school year.
Two weeks ago, Murray's
board signed a four-year nonresident contract with Calloway
County Schools after six months
of negotiations. Calloway will
release average daily attendance
funding for all 911 of its students attending Murray schools
for the current year. That number will decrease over the next
two years in an attempt to gradually close the number of students going from the county to
city schools. In 2007-08, the districts will exchange ADA funding on a one-for-one basis.
Any number of Calloway residents can still come to Murray
schools as long as they pay
tuition, however. Murray will
not receive state funding for any
student beyond 672 in the coming year or beyond 472 in 20061)7. Calloway receives money
for the number of students it
educates, including any Murray
residents, in the coming two

Sheriffiell
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
Friday from a Hicks
• A truck was reported stolen at 12:06 a.m.
Road.
Cohoon
on
located
was
It
location.
Cemetery Road
stolen from
• A caller reported at 2:54 p.m. Friday a ham being
A third-degree bure.
residenc
Drive
Forks
Alex
an
at
freezer
her
glary case was opened.
7:54 a.m. Sunday
• A caller from Poor Farm Road reported at
someone broke into his garage and stole dune buggy parts. p.m.
at 2:47
• A fire was reported at a Red Hawk Dnve residence
Sunday. Calloway County Fire-Rescue responded.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

years. ADA amounts to about
$3,500 per child.
"It's my belief tuition should
go to educate a child," Rogers
said. "The structures are in
place, the buildings are in
place."
Superintendent
Assistant
Eleanor Mills said she has heard
some concerns in the community about the district's academic
programs suffering with changing enrollment. Mills was representing Superintendent Dale
Reid, who was absent due to illness.
"I am here to tell you the
excellent programming will
continue," Mills said. "It may
take a different face, but we are
committed to excellent education for all students."
The committee's decisions
came after at least 120 people —
mostly parents — gathered for a
.public forum, during which
about a fourth of those spoke.
About 50 of those parents stayed
for the proceeding tuition committee meeting.

The forum concluded after
about an hour on a timely note.
Murray Middle eighth-grader
Caitlin Herrington said she was
getting ready to leave the Carter
Administration Building for
Murray High, where she would
register for classes next year.
She asked the committee if she
should register at Calloway
County High too.
Herrington said her family
has decided her sister would finish her last year of high school at
Murray and her high schoo!
choice depended on tuition. She
said she hoped to continue at
Murray because her school is
part of her identity.
"Look at that sign. It says,
'Every student. Every day,— she
said, pointing to a sign hanging
in the meeting room. "I am a
student. I want to be taken into
consideration. I don't want this
to be about money. I want it to
be about roe and my fnends and
everything that is me. It should
be about students."

N
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Dorm fire suspect acquitted

Gunman
kills 9, self
in school
rampage
REDBY, Minn_ (AP) — The
suspect in the worst U.S. school
shooting since Columbine
smiled and waved as he gunned
down five students, a teacher
and a guard, asking one of his
victims whether he believed in
God, witnesses said. The teen's
grandfather and his grandfather's wife also were found
dead, and the boy killed himself.
Reggie Graves, a student at
Red Lake High School, said he
was watching a movie about
Shakespeare in class Monday
when he heard the gunman blast
his way past the metal detector
at the school's entrance, killing a
guard.
Then,,in a nearby classroom,
he heard the gunman say something to his friend Ryan: "He
asked Ryan if he believed in
God," Graves said."And then he
shot him."
The death toll at the Red
Lake Indian Reservation in far
northern Minnesota made it the
nation's worst school shooting
since the rampage at Columbine
High School in Littleton. Colo.,
in April 1999 that ended with the
deaths of 12 students, a teacher
and the two teen gunmen.
The victims included the
gunman's grandfather; the
grandfather's wife; a school
security guard; a teacher; and
five other students. At least 14
others were wounded, and two
students remained in critical

Etem,dr PoneerlAP Photo
Red Lake High School students (from left) Sondra
Hegstrom, Marla Hegstrom and Ahsley Morrison weep
together following a deadly shooting rampage Monday.
condition at MeritCare in Fargo, of the victims who are suffering
unimaginable pain by extending
N.D., officials said.
"There's not a soul that will prayers and expressions of supgo untouched by the tragic loss port," Gov. Tim Pawlenty said.
The shooter was Jeff Weise, a
that we've experienced here,"
ld student who had
17-year-o
Floyd Jouniain Jr., chairman of
the Red Lake Chippewa Tribe. been placed in the school's
told WCCO-TV of Minneapolis Homebound program for some
violation of policy, said school
on Tuesday.
Kathryn
member
Police said the gunman killed board
prothat
in
Students
Beaulieu.
fire
ng
exchangi
himself after
with officers. Red Lake Fire gram stay at home and are
Director Roman Stately said the tutored by a traveling teacher.
gunman had two handguns and a Beaulieu said she didn't know
what Weise's violation was, and
shotgun.
"We ask Minnesotans to help wouldn't be allowed to reveal it
comfort the families and friends if she did.

•PAAC
From Front
manager Tom French of
Farmington, Ky. "It will help us
reduce our debt, so we can pursue increasing our ability to
market ourselves and • become
financially stronger."
French said PAAC has no
further desires to go to the ADB
or other government agencies
for financial assistapeel nicking
the cooperative will 'resiirc to
other means to obtain the other
$260,000 it was seeking from
the ADB to pay producers for
submitting their products for
processing at its Tri City plant.
That plant ceased production
last fall in the wake of its mounting financial woes. The plant
was operating well below its
desired capacity of 70 to 80 percent, and the shutdown was
made in order to give PAAC
officials the chance to evaluate
its financial future.
One of the measures is a need
for the cooperative to become
more independent of government agencies. With debt still an
issue, though, one last solicitation of funding was needed.
However, with the ADB having
its budget slashed during the

recent state legislative session,
Dan Bonk, PAAC's marketing
director and president of the
Aquaculture
Kentucky
Association, said he feels PAAC
should feel lucky it received
anything from the ADB at all.
"1 think they were cut down
to the point that they were left
With something like $8 million."
he said. "I sort of was (surprised). Really, up until the last
five minutes of our meeting
(Friday), I didn't think we were
going to get anything."
An entity that received significantly more funding was
Western Kentucky University.
which was named as the site for
a proposed saltwater shrimp
project in the just-completed
state budget. The $2.8 million
allocation for the program.
expected to benefit Britain's
Sygen International corporation,
was being presented as funds for
developing a biotechnology program. But a story that appeared
in Lexington's Herald-Leader
last week said the money would
be going to three state universities — Western, the University
of Kentucky and Kentucky State
University.
This surprised leading aqua-

house quickly in tears. Her aunt, tion was not
Virginia White, expressed shock able to show
as
o
that the jury returned its serdict h
after only 2 1/2 hours. "I still Goodruin
feel like he was guilty," she said. would have
Autry was pulled out of her even known
smoldering dorm room on May Souks was
4. 2003. The former high school in the dorm
cheerleader died in a hospital room with
three days later. She had third- Autry.
Soules
"There
degree burns, puncture wounds
Broderick
proof...
any
wasn't
and
and scratches to her neck
said as he left the courthouse.
face.
Cohron said sprinklers went
The prosecution relied heaviin the dorm room, and there
off
of
testimony
the
on
ly
Goodrum's hometown acquain- was fire damage — both of
tance and former co-defencient. which made it difficult to collect
Stephen Soules. who said he evidence. Cohron had argued
was at the same fraternity party that jurors had no choice but to
with Goodrum and Autry the convict Goodrum because the
case as a whole pointed to him.
night of the attack.
Goodrum has spent the last
year
a
guilty
Soules pleaded
ago to killing and raping Autry two years in jail.
and implicated Goodrum. As
pan of a plea agreerrient, Soules
avoided the death penalty and
received a sentence of life in
In the honor roll for the third
prison.
nine weeks of school at North
Defense attorney David Calloway Elementary School
Broderick called Soules a liar
published Monday. the name
have been Joe)
and said he frequently changed should
his story to investigators. Harrison, making all As in the
Broderick also said Goodrum's fifth grade. The reporter erred.
father and stepmother testified
The Murray Ledger & Tirne
he was in their residence in
strives to ensure accurate and
Scottsville, about 25 miles from
misBowling Green. by the time the fair reporting, however
It is
occur.
lly
occasiona
takes
fire alarms went off in Autry's
the Ledger's policy to correct
room.
errors. To report a news mistake
Cohron accused Goodrum's or error. please call 753-1916.
parents of lying to produce an
alibi. He also said the facts
Soules revealed to investigators
"evolved" each time he met with
them.
NOTICE
"It takes awhile to get his full
• The Murray-Calloway
statement." Cohron said. -That's County Airport Board will meet
tonight at Ryan's for a meeting
not unusual."
Broderick told jurors that no at 7 p.m. The ALP plan will be
evidence linked Goodrum to discussed.
• The Murray-Calloway
being in Autry's dorm room the
County Hospital finance comset
and
attacked
was
she
night
mittee will meet at 10 a.m
financial backing, while others on fire, and he said the prosecu- Thursday in the hospital
already in progress were being,
administrative board room.
IN The Murray-Calloway
in his view, overlooked. PAAC
County Hospital Board of
has been working with KSU
Trustees will meet at 11:30
Tonight will
since the inception of cooperaa.m. Friday in the board room.
rain.
have
1999.
in
tive
HIGH:
The agenda includes a review
will
Wednesday
"That's the thing that got
of long-term disability or life
cloudy
other
and
s
mostly
be
supporter
(PAAC
insurance for full-time employwith highs in the
aquaculture officials) upset, proees, a report on the
lower 50s.
vided we're the ones already
Healthcare
Community
doing this stuff." he said. "I
LOW: Wednesday
Foundation and a report from
night will be
Ow items nosoireding commitmean, one of die best research
partly cloudy
tee.
facilities , anywhere is at
II To report a Town Crier
with lows in the
Kentucky State. Why aren't they
item, call 753-1916
giving this to them?"
mid 30s.

By KIMBERLY HEFLING
Associated Press Wnter
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP)
A jury found a man not guilty
Monday in a
capital murder case that
accused him
of raping a
We
Kentucky
University
freshman in
dorm
her
Goodrum room and
then setting
her on fire to cover the crime.
Lucas
Goodrum.
23, wiped
away tears
then
and
hugged one
of his attorneys as he
the
heard
verdicts
clearing him
Autry
of murder,
rape and arson in the death of
18-year-old Katie Autry. He was
released from custody shortly
after, and said he plans to move
to Texas where he can work on
his family's ranch.
"I'm just happy justice has
prevailed today," Goodrum said
at a news conference surrounded
by members of his family.
Prosecutor Chris Cohron,
who had sought the death penalty in the case, said it was an
"unfortunate outcome."
"We can only present the
facts we had. We presented
every fact we had to the jury,
and 'they made their decision."
Cohron said.
Autry's family left the court-

culture experts in the state, who
supported Kentucky State as the
actual site for such a project.
KSU has been a driving force in
research projects pertaining to
aquaculture for several years
under the guidance of biology
professor Dr. James Tidwell and
has already fostered over 120
shrimp growers through their
program.
"He was in a state of shock
when that was revealed," Bonk
said, expressing a bit of frustration himself that a project, yet
unproven, would be given such
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Our Home Equity Line of Credit is the first step.

from Regions Bank allows you to use the equity in your home to combine all those
Got bills piling up? tt may be time to simplify. A Horne Equity Line of Credit
A really iow interest rate with no closing costs: And you may even wnte off the interest
bills into one. So you have one single monthly bill wth one single payment.
about our Home Equity Line of Credit.
on your taxes! Now, isn't that simple? Call 1-800-448-7345 to learn more
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FORUM
The Politics of
Terri Schiavo
Sen. Rick Santorum, R-Pa.,
By DAVID ESPO
ent abortion foe who
promin
a
ent
AP Special Correspond
faces a difficult re-election race
WASHINGTON (AP) —
in 2006 and also holds presiCongress' intervention in the
also injected
case of Terri Schiavo accelerat- dential ambitions,
issue.
the
into
f
himsel
Bush
Jeb
Gov.
a
ed as Florid
He told fellow GOP leaders
warned key Republicans that
week he was prepared to
last
It
ng.
falteri
were
efforts
state
up passage of any legislahold
ended early Monday when
tion if necessary, including the
President Bush signed a bill
budget, to force action on a bill
designed to save a life.
to give federal courts jurisdicThe intervening few days
tion in chiavo's case. These
and
tive
legisla
by
d
were marke
aides spoke on condition of
legal maneuvers,1ofty talk of
ity, citing the confidenanonym
acalcul
al
politic
and
ty
morali
the discussions.
of
tiality
senation — and a moment of
Just as in Florida, there were
torial trust in a Congress where
problems finding a compromise
polarization often prevails.
could pass Congress.
that
"It is wise to always err on
bill that passed the
The
ent
Presid
life."
of
the side
sday, advanced
Wedne
House
Bush told an audience in
Sensenbrenner
James
Rep.
by
signafter
hours
An.,
.
Tucson
ed beyond
extend
,
others
and
hope
rs
ing the measure. Sponso
for
sman
spoke
A
o.
Schiav
the bill will prompt a federal
an of the
chairm
r,
brenne
Sensen
of
tion
reinser
the
judge to order
ttee, said the
a feeding tube that provides the Judiciary Commi ican had
Republ
sin
Wiscon
the
for
ary
necess
hment
nouris
worked closely with Schiavo's
brain-damaged Schiavo to surparents in writing the bill, and
\ IS C.
added that the National Right
The tube was removed ,
had supportFrida\ after a state court ruling. to Life Committee
aides
Senate
ch.
approa
his
ed
had
Bush
Go‘.
.
In Florida
leadHouse
say
parties
both
in
hoped the Republican-coners had been warned in
trolled legislature could step in
advance the measure would not
beforehand to keep the tube in
make it to the White House.
Plce.
The predicted opposition
from
bill
a
pry
But efforts to
arose in the Senate on,
the legislature failed, and the
Thursday. But a few hours
go\ ernor talked with several
later, Senate Democrats and
leaders of both houses of
Republicans joined to pass a
"He
week.
the
during
ss
Congre
narrower measure. By this
you
said. 'If there's anything
time, the House had adjourned
earl do please don't stop. You
for a two-week Easter vacation.
need to he doing it.- recalled
Politics flared Friday.
Sen. Mel Martinez. R-Fla.
House Majority Leader Tom
ss.
in
Congre
icans
Republ
of Texas accused three
DeLay
hacked by leaders of the reliDemocrats of having
Senate
been
long
had
right,
gious
Schiavo's,life at risk
Mrs.
"put
the
—
monitoring the situation
to prove a point — an unprecewoman, brain-damaged for 15
dented profile in cowardice.
years since a heart attack: the
The American people are not
prayer vigils outside the hosinterested in squabbles between
the
and
lives:
she
pice where
Republicans and Democrats, or
court battles.
between the House and
Among them was Senate
Senate."
Bill Frist, a
Majority I
But Sensenbrenner himself
physician with presidential
infor criticism later that
came
where
party
the
in
ons
ambiti
g. lames Dobson, head
evenin
vasupport from social conser
of Focus on the Family, a contives is prized.
servative group, said the senaIn remarks on the Senate
tor had "personally stopped this
floor on Thursday. the
rescue effort in the House."
quoted
ican
Tennessee Republ
Dobson spoke on Fox News
se% eral passages from a medChannel's "Hannity and
had
he
said
He
ok.
textbo
ical
Colmes."
viewed a court-ordered videoPolitical calculation surtape of Schiavo and talked with
in the Senate, as well, in
faced
who
ogists
one of the neurol
of an unsigned oneform
the
had examined her.
circulated to
memo
page
was
he
that
izing
Emphas
. -This is a great
licans
'Repub
"speaking more as a physician
because Senator
issue,
al
politic
Frist
r."
senato
U.S.
a
as
than
a has already
Florid
of
Nelson
be
to
concluded. "there seems
e a cosponsor
becom
to
d
insufficient information 'to con- • refuse
issue for
tough
a
is
this
and
a
in
is
o
Schiav
elude that Terri
said.
it
ats,"
Democr
persistent vegetative state."
Sen. Bill Nelson, a
He cast her situation in
rat seeking re-election,
Democ
starkly moral terms.
h a spokesman that
throug
said
conbeing
is
body
"Some
s into the case
politic
ng
injecti
ody
demned to death, someb
was despicable.
who is alive." he said. ,
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The State of the Safety Net
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Obituaries
Mrs. Thelma Louise Eckerdt

Mrs. Thelma Louise Eckerdt, 80,(Jolo community, died Sunday,
March 20, 2005, at 2:30 a.m. at her home.
She was a member of First Baptist Church, Murray.
Her husband, R.J. Eckerdt, and her father, Boyce Newsome, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her mother, Mrs. Helen Orene Smith
Newsome, Gob; two sisters, Mrs. Stella Newsome Drew, Mayfield,
and Mrs. Virginia Newsome Purdo, Davie, Fla.; one brother, James
Newsome, Murray; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Aubert Rose Jr. will officiate.
Honorary pallbearers will be Auzy Drew, Michael Kuppart,
Casey Kuppart, Brad Newsome,Zackery Newsome, Rodrick Nance,
Rodney Newsome and Larry Riley. Burial will follow in the
Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today

gton,
band, Ron, Custer Park, Ill.; three SUM, Jay Nelson, Wilmin
and
Neal Nelson and wife, Jenny, Coal City, Ill., and Chris Nelson
t,
Longes
Jernck
n,
hildre
grandc
eight
Ky.;
,
wife, Christi, Benton
,
Brooke Billingsley, Stephanie Nelson, Christina Nelson Coley
Nelson, Dana Nelson, Jamie Davis and Emma Grace Nelson.
The funeral will be Thursday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Freitag
David
Funeral Home,700 East ICahler Road, Wilmington. The Rev.
te.
officia
will
s
-Hughe
Pulgar
Shirley
Rev.
the
and
a
Fonsec
Lagosmilwith
gton.
Wilmin
ry,
Burial will follow in the Oakwood Cemete
itary honors by the U.S. Navy.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 3. to 8 p.m.
Wednesday.
High
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Wilmington
of
Church
ist
Method
United
or
ence
Excell
for
School Foundation
Wilmington.

(Tuesday).

Mrs. Virginia Dare VanMeter

died
Mrs. Virginia Dare VanMeter, 77, Wesley Drive, Benton,
y Hospital,
Count
ll
Marsha
at
p.m.
8:25
at
2005,
20,
March
,
Sunday
Benton.
Hospital
She was a registered nurse at Murray-Calloway County
.
Church
terian
Presby
and a member of Oak Grove Cumberland
She
death.
in
her
ed
preced
Sr.,
er
VanMet
Darrell
Her husband,
Dunnagan
was the daughter of the late Benjamin Gray and Della
Lanham.
er Dame,
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Lynn VanMet
and three
Jr.,
er
VanMet
Darrell
son,
Mountain Home, Ark.; one
Skyler
and
ter
VanMe
Emily
n,
Morga
Ryan
n,
grandchildre
VanMeter, all of Benton.
Funeral
A memorial service will be held at a later date. Collier
.
Home, Benton, is in charge of arrangements
an Church
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Christi
Building Fund, P.O. Box 257, Benton, Ky., 42025.

Jack E. Nelson

y, March 21,
Jack E. Nelson, 79, Wilmington, Ill., died Monda
Ill.
ee,
Kankak
,
Center
2005, at Riverside Medical
A union carpenter retired from Local 174 in
Joliet, Ill., he was a veteran of World War II serving on a PT boat in the South Pacific. He was a
member of United Methodist Church in
Wilmington and for many years he volunteered
by delivering meals on wheels. An avid sports
enthusiast and supporter, he was a member of
Wilmington Catbacker Football Club.
, one
Preceding him in death were his wife, N. Eileen Neal Nelson
one
infant son, Jack E. Nelson Jr. one sister, Marge Calhoon, and
brother, Ross Nelson.
Born May 29, 1925, in Wilmington, he was the son of the late
Ros(Cy) and Marie Randolph Nelson.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Carole Billingsley and hus-

Byron Leon Pugh Sr.

From Front
director of the American Civil
Liberties Union of Florida,
praised the ruling: "What this
judge did is protect the freedom
of people to make their own
end-of-Ilk decisions without the
intrusion of politicians."
Bobby Schindler; Terri
Schiavo's brother, said his family was crushed. "To have to see
my parents go through this is
absolutely barbaric," he told
Morning
"Good
ABC's
America" on Tuesday. "I'd love
for these judges to sit in a room
and see this happening as well."
But Scott Schiavo, brother of
Tern's husband, Michael, called
the judge's decision "a good
thing," and said he did not
believe Congress should have
intervened.
"There's not a law that's
made for this," Scott Schiavo
told The AP in a telephone interview. "This is- something that
goes on 100 times a day in our
country, that people, their wish
to die with dignity is not a federal issue."
Attempts to reach Bob
Schindler were unsucessful
early Tuesday. George Felos, the
attorney for Michael Schiavo,
hung up twice when reached,by
reporters from The Associated
Press.
Whittemore's decision comes
by
action
after feverish
President Bush and Congress on
legislation allowing the braindamaged woman's contentious
. case to be reviewed by federal
courts.
The tube was disconnected

Mrs. Audrey Lewis Miller
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day
The funeral tor Mrs. kraldine (Jerry) Burnett will be Wednes
Rev.
The
ld.
Mayfie
Home,
l
Funera
Byrn
of
chapel
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Mrs. Jo Ann Ross Upton
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under her Roman Catholic
beliefs and urged quick action:
"Terri may die as I speak."
But George Felos, an attorney for Michael Schiavo, argued
that keeping the woman alive
also violated her rights and
noted that the case has been
aired thoroughly in state courts.
"Yes, life is sacred," Felos
said, contending that restarting
artificial feedings would be
against Schiavo's wishes. "So is
liberty, particularly in this coun-
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Michael Schiavo said he was
outraged that lawmakers and the
president intervened in a private
matter."When Tern's wishes are
carried out, it will be her wish.
She will be at peace. She will be
with the Lord," he said on
CNN's "Larry King Live" late
Monday.
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Friday on the orders of a state
judge, prompting an extraordinary weekend effort by congressional Republicans to push
through unprecedented emergency legislation Monday aimed
at keeping her alive.
Gov. Jeb Bush was described
by a spokeswoman as "extremely disappointed and saddened"
over the judge's decision not to
order the tube reconnected.
"Gov. Bush will continue tO do
what he legally can within his
powers to protect Terri Schiavo,
a vulnerable person." said the

spokeswoman, Alia Faraj.
Terri Schiavo did not have a
living will. Her husband has
fought in courts for years to
have the tube removed because
he said she would not want to be
kept alive artificially and she has
no hope for recovery. Her parents contend she responds to
them and her condition could
improve.
David Gibbs III, the parents'
attorney, argued at a Monday
hearing in front of Whittemore
that forcing Terri Schiavo to
starve would be "a mortal sin"

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you....
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A graveside service for Byron Leon Pugh Sr. will be Wednesday
offiat 11 a.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. The Bro. Tim Cole will
ciate.
Pallbearers will be Byron Pugh Jr., James
Pugh, Byron Dean Pugh, Steve Stamps, Mike
Adkins and Lonnie Pugh.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mr. Pugh Sr., 82, Seth Lane, Murray, died
Friday, March 18, 2005, at 5:40 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He was employed as a carpenter with the Cogsdill Construction
of
Company in Michigan before retiring. He was. an Army veteran
World War 11.
Born Sept. 8, 1922, in Marshall County, he was the son of the late
in
Ralph Pugh and Sula Mae Copeland Pugh. Also preceding him
Pugh
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m
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Pugh,
Dean
death were three brothers, Kenneth
Jr. and Bobby Pugh.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Muriel Pugh, to whom he was
married May 4, 1971 in Detroit, Mich.; four daughters, Mrs. Linda
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Fenton, Mich., Mrs. Marya
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Harrison, Mich., and Byron Pugh Jr. and wife, Lisa, and
Joyce.
wife,
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Pugh
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,
Pugh. all of Murray; one brother
greatSpottsville; 17 grandchildren; 17 great-grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.
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SPKING
OPEN ROUSE
at

Southwest Elementary
Thursday, March 24, 2005
9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Learn all about Southwest Elementary,
its faculty & staff.
Join us for:
• Tours of the Builtiing • School Information • Light Refreshments

PARENTS & THE PUBLIC WELCOME!
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COMMUNITY
100th birthday celebrations
held at Hickory Woods Center
Mrs. Jessie Jones Roberts
Barrow celebrated her 100th
birthday on March 7 at Hickory Woods Retirement Center
with a small family luncheon.
The centerpiece was a dozen
red roses from her church, Flint
She
Baptist.
Missionary
received 65 cards plus a birthday greeting from Willard Scott
of the NBC Today Show.
A birthday party was held
in her honor on March 12 at
Hickory Woods with over 90
guests and family members
attending.
Grandchildren, along with
great-grandchildren, sang several of favorite gospel songs.
Mrs. Barrow was born in
Calloway County. She was the
fourth child born to the late
Kelly Jones and Nob French
Jones. She was reared in the
Spring Creek Baptist Church
community where she learned
to sing four-part harmony
gospel music. Her one living
brother is Dan Jones. 91. of
Slidell. La.
She married Goebel Roberts
in 1922. They have one daughter. Mrs. Mydelle Roberts Rickman and three sons, Thomas
Edwin Roberts. Billie Ray
Roberts and William Charles
Roberts. Mr. Roberts died in
1957.
In 1964. she married Tilghman Barrow, a widower with
one son, Hal Barrow. Mr. Barrow died in 1995.
Mrs. BarroW participated in
gospel music at church hymn
singings and many funerals by
singing the alto part in several local quartets and duets for
• nearly 70 years.
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Jessie Roberts Barrow
She enjoyed cooking meals
for family and friends. She
lived in her own home until
2000 when she moved to Hickory Woods.
Her family also includes 11
grandchildren: James E. Rickman, Janice Rickman Chapman, Wayne Roberts. Billy
Wade Roberts. Maurita Rickman Roper, Patricia Roberts
Thorn. LaDonne Roberts Delgado, Mary A. Roberts Crider, Mark A. Roberts, Kathy
Roberts Kisner and Eric
Roberts; two stepgrandsons.
Ricky and Jimmy Barrow: 19
one
great-grandchildren,
deceased; eight stepgreat-grandchildren; and 10 great-greatgrandchildren. "Mrs. Jessie" is the oldest
member of Flint Missionary
Baptist Church where five generations of her family still
attend.

Your Party Headquarters!
• Invitations • Tableware toyer 15 solia
• Party Favors • Pinatas • Cards & Gift Wrap

Oyer 100 Character-Thensed
Balloons..

y
• Pokeinon • Bob The Builder • Bratz • Cowbo
• Lath bugs • Over-the-Bill • Wiggles
• Princess • 1st Birthday • Fire Engine & More!

_7h.e2 Ccau2 c:tendi./
715 B 5. 12th St. • (Across from Food Giant)
762-0450 • Marla Thomas, Owner
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L
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414 SOUTH NINTH ST. • MAYFIELD • 247-3232
247-4139• 1-800-745-0732 • FAX (270) 745-0732
www.cornerdrugstore.com
65 Years
Dedicated to Prompt. Friendly Service For Over

Molded Gap ,;eapfle44
American Breast Care brings you the
comfortable, beautiful bra you've
been waiting for. It's our very first
seamless, molded-cup, pocketed bra!
Made of a beautiful nylon/spandex,
this is a revolutionary design that's
invisible under clothing
and provides the
ultimate in comfort!

CO.)
American
Breast Care
Our model is wearing lightweight breast
prostheses by American Breast Care.
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Special programs scheduled
in Land Between the Lakes
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Land Between the 'Lakes has
released information about programs for the month of March.
The Homeplace. Nature Station and Golden Pond Planetarium are open Wednesday
through Sunday in March. Elk
& Bison Prairie is open daily.
Deep Impact-Rendezvous
with a Comet & Ring World
will be the special show through
Sunday. and Kentucky Skies
will be Saturday and Sunday
at Golden Pond Planetarium.
On Friday "Pond Life Discovery Station" will be ongoing from 2 to 4 p.m. at the
Nature Station. A show on Sat-

urday will be "True North:
Learning the Compass ongoing from noon to 4 p.m.
On Saturday at The Homeplace will be "Hands-on-History: Dippin' in the Rainbow."
Events on Easter Sunday
will be "Easter Sunday" at The
Homeplace and Nature Station
starting at I p.m.;"Wh000-DunIt? Nature Station Mysteries"
from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Nature
Station; "Strong as an Ox" at
2:30 p.m. at The Homeplace.
For more information regarding times of programs and any
admission costs, 'call toll free
1-800-LBL-7077 or 1-270-9242000 or www.lblorg.
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Open House to be conducted
April 20 on MSU campus
The Murray State University Reserve Officer Training
Corps will conduct an open
house April 20 on the MSU
campus.
The location will be in the
vicinity of the ROTC's offices,
located in the former site of
the National Scouting Museum at the campus' Trio complex along 16th Street. It is
accessible from the 16th
entrance that goes between
Breshear Gymnasium and the
Howton Agricultural Building.
The open house is scheduled to start at 4:30 p.m. and

assistance
AARP offering free e tax
tax assistance for senior adults

AARP will offer free incom
to 4 p.m. at
each Wednesday through April 13 from 9 a.m.
. Each
,
Murray
Center
ns
Citize
Senior
way
-Callo
the Murray
tion
one should bring the current year's tax forms and prepara
099
SSA-I
forms;
W-2
return;
tax
year's
last
booklet; copy of
This
for Social Security benefits; all other necessary forms.
by the
will be for walk-ins only. This is a yearly service
AARP. For more information call 753-0929.

run through 7:30. Door prizes,
free food and a display of at
least two pieces of military
equipment will be featured.
along with a presentation on
the program and what it offers
for parents of prospective students.
The ROTC cordially invites
all MSU faculty and students.
interested high school students,
their parents and alumni of the
MSU ROTC program to attend.
For more information, contact the ROTC office at MSU
at 762-5061.

Conklin
celebrates
his first
birthday

Stones is dedicated to
helping women lead fuller
lives after breast surgery.

-Free In-Home Estimates
•Financing Available
•Window Blinds
•Professional Installation
•100% Satisfaction Guarantee
•All Major Brands of Ceramic,
Carpet, Vinyl. Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Flnonng

1-800-745-0732
270-247-3232
270-247-3233

CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
Office. (866)936-6600
Cell 1270) 293-8086
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will meet
Breast Cancer Group will
meet tonight

ght
Al-Anon meeting is toni
7:30 p.m.

at First United
Al-Anon will meet tonight at
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that
e
there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relativ
or friend.

Singles will meet tonight
tonight
Ryan Conklin

14:
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Growing old is mandatory;
growing up is optional. -chili Davis

LaVela Sullivan
Registered Fitter For
Orthotics/Mastectomy

meet
Alzheimer's Group will
ion/Support Group

meet
Cardiac Rehab Group willwill
meet tonight

Ryan Conklin celebrated his
first birthday Jan. 28 with a
party featuring a "Winnie The
Pooh" cake.
Those helping him celebrate
were his parents. Christine and
Keith Conklin, his brother,
Tyler. his sister, Paige, his
grandparents, his great-grand
mother, aunt, uncle and cousins.
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Kirksey Park plans final
sign-ups at Kirksey
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Homemakers schedulearetrip

sponsoring a trip to the
Calloway County Homemakers
Southern Woman's Show in Nashville, Tenn., on March 31.
The cost will be $30 which includes transportation and a ticket to the show.' Anyone is welcome to go with this group.
For more information or to sign up, call the Extension office
at 753-1452. The registration deadline is Friday.

Health Express lists stops

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure and pulse checks and two-hour blood
sugar screenings on Wednesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at
Subway, Puryear. Tenn., and from 1 to 3 p.m. at C-Mart at
Hazel. For information call 762-1348.

Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ASTHMA & ALLERGY CLINIC
Practice and specialized training dedicated exclusively tc
the treatment of asthma, hay fever, sinus diseases. eczem
and other allergic disorders in children and adults.
No Referral Necessary • New Patients Welcomc

753-7451 • 2957 Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY 42071
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in regional competition for the
The MMS Grades 4-5 Academic Team placed first overall
Photo provided
Jonny Thiede, Tad Masthay,
left)
ng were
Kentucky Governor's Cup. Team members are,(from
Solvi
em
Probl
e
Futur
for
hers
finis
Place
da McDonald, Daniel Koehler, Calloway County High School 8th
ett.
Pritch
Catherine Claywell, Meg Hudson, Cammie Jo Bolin, Aman
lle
yn Ramsey and Danie
ck Griffo.
(from left) Courtney Elder, Crystal Eldridge, Daral
Aaron Whitney, and Connor McKenna. Not pictured Is Patri

MMS 4th-5th grade academic
team wins elementary region
School's
Murray Middle
Grades 4-5 Academic Team
placed first overall in regional
Kentucky
the
for
play
Governor's Cup. Elementary
Saturday.
Division, held
Thirteen elementary schools
participated in the competition
which was hosted this year by
Murray Middle School.
was
overall
Second
Smithland Elementary School.
while Central Elementary and
Benton Elementary tied for
third.
Murray's Grades 4-5 Quick
Recall Team placed first and
was undefeated in tournament
play. Team members are Aaron
Whitney, Amanda McDonald.
McKenna, Jonny
Connor
Thiede, Meg Hudson. and Tad
Masthay.
Students placing in individual categories were Tad
Masthay. first in social studies

and second in science; Cammie
Jo Bolin, first in composition
and second in language arts; and
Connor McKenna, fourth in arts
and humanities.
Schools and individuals participating in the competition
were those who placed first
through fifth in the district tournament. Murray's Grades 4-5
Team also placed first in the district competition. There is no
state competition for the students in the elementary division.
The Grades 4-5 Academic
Team is coached by Joan
Hayman and Brooke Flick.
Governor's Cup Competition
was founded in 1986 as a way to
promote, reward and recognize
outstanding academic achievement. Since then, Governor's
Cup has become the state's premier academic event, involving
over 25,000 students, nearly
1000 schools, and thousands of
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Calloway County Middle
grade
sixth
School's
h for
Mont
the
of
nt
Stude
Lauren
are
February
Johnson, Halley Tubbs,
and
Boyd
Chelsea
Christopher Owen, chosen
because of outstanding
character, work habits,
behavior and cooperation
with their peers and teachers.

Regional
Winner
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r from
senio
a
an,
Dunc
Joey
oway
-Call
y
Murra
the
County Area Technology
Center, won the regional
USA Skills VICA Machine
Tool Technology contest
held in March. Duncan will
compete at the state cont In Louisville, April 5-8.

coaches, administrators, parents
and community leaders who see
the rewards gained from encouraging academic performance
through properly structured and
administered
professionally
competition.
The competition includes
"written assessment" (paper and
pencil tests) in arts and humanities science, social studies, language arts, mathematics, and
composition; Quick Recall; and
Solving.
Problem
Future
the disat
begins
n
Competitio
trict level. Individuals who do
well continue at the regional and
at the state levels.
Earlier in the year Murray
High School qualified five students and Murray Middle
School qualified four students to
take part in state competition.
held March 12-14 in Louisville.

Photo provided

Students competing at
State Governor's Cup for
Calloway County Middle
School included (front)
Clara Ainscough, (second
row, from left) Justin
Palmer and Janie Stenberg,
(third row) Coach Scott
Pile, Emily Ashby, Erica
Greer, Mason Manning,
Coach Whitney Pile, and
(back) Coach Brad Darnall.
Ainscough, Ashby, Greer,
and Manning competed in
FPS. Palmer and Stenberg
competed in social studies
and composition, respectively.

Calloway academic teams bring
home top 10 state finishes

involves six steps in creating an action plan to
Months of studying, practice, and competitions and
mic solve a futuristic problem. At the mete level. stufinally ended for the Calloway County Acade
way dents were given a scenario based on the depletion
Callo
Teams at the State Governor's Cup.
le
both
l
Schoo
e
Middl
and
of oceanic species. The teams developed possib
l
County .High Schoo
deal
to
plan
12action
March
an
problems, solutions, and
competed at the competition held from
with the problem.
14 in Louisville.
Both teams brought home top 10 finishers.
Team members for Calloway County High
in
8th
placed
l
Schoo
High
Calloway County
School FPS Team are Courtney Elder. Crystal
placed
They
g.
Solvin
em
Probl
Future
in
the state
Eldridge, Daralyn Ramsey. Danielle Pritchett.
first in district competition and second in regional Clara Ainscough, Emily Ashby, Erica Greer, and
competitions to make it to the state level.
Mason Manning competed for Calloway County
Calloway County Middle School placed 9th in Middle School.
the state in Future Problem Solving. They placed
In team points, Calloway County High School
first in district competition and second in regional
placed 30th out of about 150 teams. Calloway
competitions, as well.
y Middle School placed 36th out of about
Count
Future Problem Solving teams are made up of
260 teams.
four members. The competition lasts two hours
glass door. "In this room, the
focus is on American heroes.
Students can read books, view
videos, and download information about the people who made
our country great - from presidents and generals to preachers
and teachers."
"Latisha Deel will be here
soon," Mr. Sanchez continued.
"She's on a conference call with
Lance Armstrong and Jimmy
Carter. arranging a visit."
"Here we have Nathan Page's
research room." Nathan looked
up from a computer screen and
waved. "Nathan pulled together
a team of computer experts to
give students all the information
they could ever want about any
topic," Mr. Sanchez said. "No
brain freezes in this school, right
Nathan?"
At the end of the hallway, the
visitors saw Ms. Roosevelt in a
brightly lit room. "Finally, this is
our First Amendment center.
This room was a gift to Ms.
Roosevelt from FreeZee and the
team," the principal said. "At
each station, students learn
about a different part of the First
Amendment in a virtual reality

Mr. Sanchez showed the visiGoldenrod staff. The visitors
Written by Bob Rouse
all the fancy features of the
tors
the
into
rushed
and reporters
Illustrated by Frank Yates
. But then he said,
school. They wanted to see how new school
CHAPTER 10
best for last. Let's
the
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y
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a
for
Brain Freeze, a 10-chapter the mansion built
library."
school
the
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been transformed check
serial story, is part of a rapper had
d the
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s
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When
statewide literacy project led by into a school.
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They weren't disappointed.
the Kentucky Press Association
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ty monitors to
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."
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The
.
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students played a cross-country bedrooms
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equip
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ooms,
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scavenger hunt, trying to win a been made into
ers."
computers at each comput
rap star's mansion. But there's personal
"I think you'll really like
furniture for readcomfy
desk,
solve.
one clue left to
said
plasma screen to this, though," the principal
"I don't know what to do first ing, and a huge
cora
d
aroun
adults
the
led
he
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hing from educa
when I get home," Nathan said show everyt
courtyard and
a
took
"We
ner.
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Intern
to
to Amber as the plane left New tional videos
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learning
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Orleans and soared over the ups.
ts."
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The ballro
Mississippi River.
In a wide hallway with glass
had called it) was
Amber smiled. "I do. I'm as FreeZee
the visitors could see
walls,
and
ria,
cafete
school
going to the Limestone Corner now the
with hi-tech equipfilled
n was equipped with rooms
Grocery to get a cheeseburger," the kitche
ment.
makhie
pizza ovens and smoot
she said. "They're the best."
"Let me give you an
, couldn't stop
A few rows back, Myron and ers. The cooks
iew of these centers before
overv
Latisha talked about their last grinning.
to the members of the
talk
you
many
need
didn't
The gym
clue. "It's really an assignment,"
hunt team who
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scave
It already had a fullMyron said. "Haven't we changes.
" Mr. Sanchez
them,
ed
design
stic
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court,
ball
already won the scavenger hunt? size basket
center is all
first
"This
said.
equipment, and a climbing wall.
Don't we get the mansion?"
at home,
safety
al
person
about
the
to
added
was
Latisha took a drink of airline Extra space
- and in
et
Intern
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on
,
school
room, though, so that up at
ned by
orange juice. "FreeZee said we locker
desig
was
It
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airpor
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e
chang
studentS could
need to come up with a plan to 60
"
r after swimming in the Myron Stepp.
showe
n."
mansio
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up
gives
he
before
a small wave,
gave
Myron
As
e pool.
"This is the hardest one yet," Olympic-siz
ued: "Next
contin
pal
Another addition was needed the princi
Myron said before eating a pretworked
who
Tally,
Amber
is
up
sevfor the recording studio, so
zel.
to develop a
ians
librar
our
with
and
record
could
s
Six months after the students eral classe
readers and writers' room," he
their rehearsals.
returned to Limestone, the town review
said. "Students can use special
wood
of
bed
Outside, a fresh
was crowded with newspaper
books by
under the biggest col- software to search for
time
reporters. TV satellite trucks, chips was
and
type.
topic,
,
author
equiplection of playground
discus
and hundreds of visitors.
host
will
Amber
the state: swings, slides. period.
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At the dedication of the new ment in
who
s
writer
about
sions
urse
le course, a raceco
Goldenrod Elementary School, an obstac
powered racecars, and chances."
pedalfor
ribbon
the
cut
ez
Sanch
Principal
Mr. Sanchez propped open a
more
the
held by the rest of

booth. It's quite amazing."
The next day was the start of
school. Myron. Latisha, Nathan,
and Amber joined the other
fifth-graders in a sparkling
classroom near the escalator. No
one was surprised to see
FreeZee at the front of the classroom with Ms. James, the
teacher. But they were totally
surprised when Ms. James introduced FreeZee as Mr. Jerome
Frost, student teacher.
After comments of "No
way!" and "Student teacher?"
faded, Mr. Frost addressed the
class.
"You seem surprised that I'd
go from rapper to teacher," he
said, smiling. "Well. I've made
all the money I need. Now I
need to make a difference."
Mr. Frost continued. "Load
your history CDs, please. and
we'll get started..,"
Bob Rouse is a writer in
Midway. Frank Yates, who died
Jan. 22, was an artist for the
Herald-Leader.- For classroom
activities to use with this story
go to www.kypress.corn.
Brought to you by: LG&E
Foundation and Kentucky
Press Association.
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kCeleinttioit,
Come as you are and worship with us
sunclay at lax)a.m.

Easter Sunday - Conclusion of 13 week
on the last week ofJesus'life on Earth.
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Sunday School - 10 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11 a.m.
Sunday Evening - 6 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Study - 7

Christian Center
,
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753-1640 or 753-1620

Corner of loth& Ryan

Dr. Paul E. McWherter, Pastor
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Please .hoin I's Ear Our Easter Sereice.,

Maundy Thursday with Holy Communion - 7:00 p.m.
Good Friday- 7:00 p.m. Worship
Easter Breakfast - 9:00 a.m. No Sunday School)
Festival Communion-.4ervice - 10:30 a.m.

EVERYONE WELCOME!
Rev. Dr Chad Foster
100 S. 15th Street • Murray, KY
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)7534906
Arnmstiolinsinumiy.org

Whoever you are,
Wherever you are on your
journey of faith,
We welcome you
without condition.

Great Vigil of Easter, Saturday at 8 PM
Easter Sunday Services, 10:30 AM & 5

(Easter Egg hunt Mewing the 10:30 AM Service)
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EASTER SERVICES

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.

Th
Mass of the Lord's Supper

Good Friday - 7:00 p.m.

Worship Service - 10:45

Celebration of the Passion

Holy Saturday - 7:00 p.m.

With Easter Cantata

Easter Vigil

Evening Worship - 6:00 p.m.

Easter Sunday Mass
a. &11a.m.

Grace Rapti,'
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First United
Methodist Church
624.1m Saitvicta

Sunrise Easter Service
7:00 a.m.
-9:00 a.m.
School
Sunday
Worship Service
10:15 a.m.

Easter Sunday
8:45 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.

Rev. Richard Smith
503 Maple Street • Murray, KY

www.murrayfirst.com

1

Reverend Dr Charles Rolen
111 N. 5th Street•Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-3824
www.fccmurray.com
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8:00 p.m.

Pastor Wendell Ray

203 S. 4th Street • 753-1854
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Edwards named Tiger gridiron coach
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
: Lee Edwards was tabbed to replace
Rick Fisher as head coach of the MurSchool football team, the school
d during a press conference this
niorning.
Edwards, a Marshall County native,
served as an assistant coach for one seasir under Fisher, who announced his
retirement from coaching earlier this year.
"This is a great opportunity for me
ate my family," said Edwards. "I've
aisvays said that I wanted to go to a progam that had a lot of history and traditiOn, and Murray High certainly has a
rich football tradition."
A 1994 graduate of Harding University in Searcy Ark., Edwards served as the
quarterbacks/linebackers coach under Fisher during a 2004 season in which the
Tigers finished 9-3 and advanced to the
second round of the Class A state playoffs.
Prior to coming to Murray, Edwards

:It

was an assistant coach at David Lipscomb tern here."
Last fall, Edwards was responsible for
(1997-03) and Ezell-Harding high schools
in Tennessee. He served as a teacher and preparing scouting reports on the Tigers'
a coach at Ezell-Harding in Antioch dur- future opponents, as well as his duties
ing the 1996-97 school year before mov- with quarterbacks and linebackers.
"I've always had a lot of respect for
ing to David Lipscomb in Nashville, where
he was the Bisons' defensive coordinator Coach Fisher and for the way he has run
from 1999 to 2003. While at David Lip- his program," noted Edwards. "The opporscomb, Edwards helped the Bisons to a tunity to follow in his footsteps is over79-16 record, which included a state cham- whelming because he left some big shoes
pionship in 2002 and state runner-up fin- to fill.
"I've had opportunities to be a head
ishes in both 1998 and 2003.
Following the 2003 season, Edwards coach in the past, but they haven't been
wound up in Murray by coincidence to at the right place or at the right time.
coach under Fisher, who is a long-time But this is a great opportunity to carry
on a tradition that's already here. ...
family friend.
think I know what it takes to play state
that
said
always
I
had
and
wife
"My
we didn't want to come back to western championship football, and at the same
Kentucky," Edwards explained. "I had time, do it with class and character," he
actually called Coach Fisher to see what added.
Murray High athletics director David
he thought about another opportunity, and
he said, 'Well, let me tell you about this Carr said the school interviewed three
opportunity in Murray.' We just jumped candidates for the position, and Edwards
at the chance. I've always loved Murray
and have thought a lot of the school sys- II See EDWARDS Page 28
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Newly hired Murray High School football coach Lee
Edwards shakes hands with Eleanor Mills assistant
superintendent during a reception for Edwards Tuesday morning.

NCAA SWEET 16

Deep Blue Bench
1
MICI4AEL DANN/Ledger & Times pilot?

Murray High School's Lisa Thurman was named tea
The Paducah Sun's 2005 All-Purchase girls' basketbell team. Thurman, a senior this past year for the
Lady Tigers, was the lone representative from the
Murray/Calloway area.

Thurman tops off
career with All
Purchase honor
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray High's Lisa Thurman was the lone local representative selected to The Paducah Sun's 2004-05 All Purchase girls' basketball team.
The 5-foot-8 senior, one of
eight First Region girls' players selected to the squad, earned
the honor after helping lead
the Lady Tigers back to the
First Region Tournament for
th,t first time since 2002.
;Thurman scored 14.2 points,
milled down 5.7 rebounds and
dished out 3.2 assists per game
as Murray finished the season
with a 19-11 record. A twotime All Purchase player, Thurman surpassed 1,000 career
points during her third season
al a starter. She also earned
all-district and all-region honcot's.
St. Mary's Angela Roof was

named the All Purchase Player of the Year after helping
the Lady Vikings to a 20-10
finish.
The 6-2 junior center was
one of the top 15 scorers in
the state of Kentucky and was
the state leader in field goal
percentage (69.6). She paced
St. Mary with 21.0 ppg., while
also pulling down a team-best
9.0 boards per game.
First Region champion Paducah Tilghman placed three
players on the All Purchase
Team — center Pam Bell, forward Aseer Itiavkase and guard
Christian Shelton.
Bell, a 6-1 junior, averaged
15.0 points, 9.3 rebounds and
3.6 blocks per game while
shooting 58.2 percent from the
floor for the 27-5 Lady Tornado, who will face Newport
MI See THURMAN Page 2B

UK hoops enjoying
s
post season succesplay

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The women will
The last time Kentucky's
in the quarterfinal
women's basketball team made
it this far in the postseason, round on Thursday in
the oldest members of this
Memorial Colisetur
year's squad were in grade
Wildcats also have clinched
gam!.
first winning record in
their
Kentucky has enjoyed only
seasons.
five
women's
in
sporadic success
That's heady stuff for a prohoops and before last week
that had won one postgram
game
n
hadn't played a postseaso
game since 1990, when
season
iet six years. Now, the Wildcaptured the title
Wildcats
the
longest
cats are enjoying their
Women's InviNational
in the
postseason run in 15 years.
the
nt,
Tourname
tational
Kentucky (17-15) has won
r.
forerunne
two Women's National Invita- WN1T's
Kentucky's players "are
tion Tournament games, includand excited about playyoung
oga
Chattano
ing a 91-54 rout of
the postseason." Chatin
on Sunday, to advance to the ing
coach Wes Moore said.
tanooga
either
quarterfinals against
Xavier or Indiana State. The II See KENTUCKY Page 28
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(far right), Bobby Perry (13) and Ravi Moss (2) whoKentucky's bench includes players like Joe Crawford
Smith and adding the spark for success.
have all been instrumental in subbing in for Tubby

Play of bench key to Kentucky's success
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
basketball coach Tubby Smith has a theory about why the Wildcats do so well
in tournaments.
It's right there on the stat sheet —
nine players average more than 10 minutes a game, and four others average
between 6 and 9.3 minutes. Smith said
the team's efforts to develop depth usually pay off during postseason play, when
quick adjustments have to be made,
sometimes with the season on the line.
Kentucky, playing in its 46th NCAA
tournament, will bid for its 28th appearance in the Elite Eight on Thursday,
when the second-seeded Wildcats (27-5)
play sixth-seeded Utah (29-5) in a regional semifinal in Austin, Texas.
Of Kentucky's 15 players, only two
have not seen significant action with a
game still in doubt. Six of the eight
most-used reserves are freshmen or sophomores. Of the two upperclassmen, one,
junior Ravi Moss, is a walk-on.
Because of that depth. no Kentucky.
starter is averaging more than 29.3 minutes a game.
"We try to develop depth and make
sure that when you get into a tournament that a guy like Ravi Moss has the
confidence and he knows I have confidence in him," Smith said. "Anybody
we bring off the bench has had enough
experience and playing time in game
situations that they can step up and per-

form."
Sophomore center Lukasz Obrzut is
an example of that. Seldom used for
much of the season, he played a careerhigh 22 minutes in a 78-71 win at Alaba'v.., -lir
ma that clinched the Southeastern Cona
ference regular-season title.
The 7-foot sophomore from Gliwice,
Poland, only scored two points against
the Crimson Tide. but he ,grabbed four
rebounds and set numerous screens that
freed up teammate Patrick Sparks, who
had 26 points and seven 3-pointers.
In a 72-64 first-round NCAA tournament win over Eastern Kentucky, Obrzut
scored five points in five minutes as
Kentucky held off the Colonels.
"I always try to give my best on the
court and just keep improving every
day." Obrzut said. "Confidence comes SW ink
MICHAEL DANNtedger A Times photO
from practice and I just keep going durSheray Thomas has subbed capaing the game and let it go."
Wildbly for starter Chuck Hayes this
the
Obrzut's emergence gives
ters
7-foo
e
productiv
year for the Kentucky Wildcats.
y
potentiall
cats two
off the bench, as 7-foot-3 Shagari Alleyne
Moss said it's important for the bench
shined early in the season for Kentucky. players to be ready to go in a game on
At power forward, Bobby Perry and a moment's notice.
Sheray Thomas have subbed capably for
"1 think we can wear teams down
starter Chuck Hayes. There's depth on and we won't get worn down because
the perimeter, too, with Moss, freshman we don't play as many minutes. so hope8111dley, Joe Craw.
point guard Wellat
fully that will pay off for us," Moss
ford and Josh Carrier. The Wildcats' top said. "We all come in off the bench
eight bench players have combined for ready to do whatever we can to help
15 double-figure scoring games this sea- the team."
son.

The Insurance
Center of Murray

Kentucky

"Your more than one company agency
753-8355

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Basketball Association
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L Pet GB
W
—
38 29 567
Boston
32 34 485 5 1/2
Padelphia
7
463
36
31
New Jersey
9
28 37 431
New York
28 38 424 9 1/2
Toronto
Southeast Division
L Pct GB
W
—
52 16 765
14
36 28 563
Washington
32 35.47819 1/2
Orlando
13 52 20037 1/2
Charlotte
40
11 55 167
Atlanta
Contrail Division
L Pet GB
W
—
42 23.646
Detroit
34 30 531 7 1/2
Cleveland
8
34 31 523
Chicago
9
33 32.508
Indiana
15
2' 38 415
Milwaukee
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
L Pct GB
W
—
50 17 746
x-San Antonio
44 22 667 5 1,2
Dallas
39 27 59110 12
Houston
38 28 57611 1 2
Memphis
¶5 51 22734 12
New Orleans
Northwest Division
L Pct GB
W
—
45 20 692
Seat,
10
35 30 538
Den,x-'
34 34 50012 1 2
Minnesota
22
23 42 354
Portland
20 46 30325 12
Utah
Pacific Division
L Pct GB
W
—
49 16 754
.-Pnoenix
603 9 1 2
At
27
Sacramento
32 34 48517 1 2
L A Lakers
20
30 37 448
L A Clippers
27
23 44 343
Golden State
x-clinchecl playoff spot
Monday's Games
Charlotte 102, Ohanoc,
New York 88, San Antonio 75
Chicago 105 Atlanta 91
Dallas 103 New Orleans 86
L A Clippers 96 Portland 89
Tuesday's Games
Detroit at Cleveland. 6 p m
Phoenix at Atlanta. 6.30 p.m
Indiana at New Jersey 6 30 p m
L A Lakers at Utah 8 p m
Washington at Denver 8 p m
Miami at Houston. 8-30 p.m
Milwaukee at Seattle. 9 p.m
Portland at Sacramento. 9 P m

Major League samba
Spring Training OWN*
By The Assoc:MOW Pram
All Times EST
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W L
11 5
Toronto
13 7
Los Angeles
10 7
Tampa Bay
9 8
Detroit
10 10
Chicago
8 8
Baltimore
9 10
Cleveland
9
8
Boston
8 10
New York
9 12
Oakland
8 11
Minnesota
7 11
Kansas City
6 11
Seattle
13
6
Texas

Pet
688
650
588
529
500
500
474
471
444
429
421
389
353
316

NATIONAL LEAGUE
W L
5
11
New York
12 7
San Francisco
13 8
Colorado
12 8
San Diego
10 7
Washington
10
8
Atlanta
10 8
St Louis
11 10
Arizona
10 10
C,ncirinati
10 10
Viwaukee
9 10
Philadelphia
8 9
Pittsburgh
9 11
Chicago
7 9
Houston
6
10
Los Angeles
6
14
Florida

Pct
688
632
619
600
588
556
556
524
500
500
474
471
450
438
375
.300

KNOXVILLE, Fenn. (Al')
— Pat Summitt is on the verge
of becoming the winningest basketball coach in NCAA histoTwo years after setting the
for most wins by a
women's coach. Summitt tied

Danyelle Payne and Keiko Tate.
"We're able to keep practicing, and for the
young players, that's really beneficial," DeMoss.

Smith's record of 879
victories Sunday night when
Tennessee beat Western Car-

said. "For the seniors, just having a taste of
what the postseason is like — I'm so happy
for them. It's something they'll always remem-

olina 94-43 in the first round
of the NCAA tournament.

tucky."

Dean

Tuesday

Summitt hasn't been fond
of the attention focused on the
record chase while her team tries

being

Kentucky could continue to host through the
championship game.
The pressure of the postseason — win and

in

comparison to men. That doesn't bother me. It's just the way
the numbers add up, and the
two were combined," Summitt
said Monday."Obviously I think
it in some regard is more sig-

and women's game."
Summit-es record stands at
879-171, while Smith was 879254 in 36 years at North Carolina. He retired in 1997.
Summitt 'spoke to Smith last
week and he encouraged her
to go for the record.
me

left

a

message

can't remember what the number is exactly." she said."When
I called him back I said, 'I

Cooper and April Carter, Graves
freshman

County

Brittany

added 8.6

Scheer and Heath senior Kayla
Vance.

Volp

and

and_

Chelsea

Morris

also

All

received votes. The team was

includes Bal-

selected through votes by First

lard Memorial teammates Kayla

Region coaches.
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*Virus Removal
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PC DOCTOR • Murray
ths_istdoctor@chartor.not • 270-226-9577
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•
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of No. 880 — or her team

Murray's Katie Garland and
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Rotary Club
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ketball coach Pat Summitt
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ing a news conference in
Knoxville, Tenn., Monday.
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Pur-
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ES, INC.
BETTER BUILT GARAG
CAN TRUST'
EXPERIENCE YOU

Family Owned & Operated Since 1987

1-888-852-3451 • 270-674-5530 • Melber. KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:
A 4- concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12 tooting
C Polyurethane
under concrete
O. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E Treated bottom
plates
✓ Constr. gr
studs
• 7/16 0.5 13
undersiding
H Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

I Sell-supporting 246
trusted rafters 2 ft O.C.
J. 1/2 plywood/O.S.B
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
M Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
O 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2x10 headers
O 4x4 raised curb
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— has-

NIT

game

Wildcats

have

advanced

to the quarterfinals of the tournament.

State University standout Josh McKeel assumed
the reins of the CCHS program from former
coach Joe Stonecipher in January.

"Lee knows where the program is and where
wants to take it," Carr explained. "He's
familiar with the tradition of Murray High foot-

Edwards said he hopes to work with McKeel to renew the rivalry between the two crosstown
teams. The rivarly has been dormant for the

he

ball, and we feel confident that he's going to

past few seasons.

continue that tradition."
Edwards was a three-year letterwinner at
Marshall County. earning All-Western Kentucky

"Josh was one of the first people I met
when I came to Murray, and I consider him
to be a good friend," he claimed. "We've talked
about it before, and we want to rekindle the

Conference honors for the Marshals as a receiver and safety in 1988 and 1989. He was an
all-conference performer at Harding, where he
also served as a graduate assistant coach before

rivalry. It can be a heated rivalry at times, but
it can also be a good spirited rivalry."
An eighth

moving to the high school ranks.
He becomes the second local high school
football coach to be hired this year. Former
Calloway

County

High

School

and

grade social studies teacher at

Middle School, Edwards, 33, lives in
Murray with his wife. Jenny. and their two

Murray

children, Jackson. 4. and Lillian,

Murray

I.

Gagne tentative in first outing
By The Associated Press
Eric Gagne was tentative in
his. first outing of spring-train,
img. John Smolt2 has beeti'doin
'rant in. his return to

Atlanta's

starting rotation.
On Tuesday, Barry Bonds
will return to the San Francisco Giants' training camp, and
Mariano Rivera will make his
first relief appearance since
March 14.
Gagne tried adjusting his
pitching motion during his one
inning of work Monday to protect his knee, and Derek Lowe
gave up two runs against his
former team

in the Dodgers'

7-3 loss to

the

Boston

Red

not put too much weight on
it," Gagne said. "It feels pretty, good right now. I knew it
g- the
vf04141a:t .feel ioot1trlurin
game).'
Gagne limped back to the
mound after every pitch in the
sixth inning. He faced four
batters, walked one, struck out
one and got two groundouts.

"I don't think he was in
top condition. He wasn't throwing correctly." pitching
Jim Colborn said. "I expecte&

that because in his last bullpen
he wasn't throwing cleanly. He
was falling off the side of the
mound."
Lowe gave up two runs and
six hits.

MURRAY STATE

Racer linksters
sit in fourth place
Special to

The Dodgers' closer hadn't
pitched since he sprained a ligament in his knee on Feb. 24

JACKSONVILLE, Ala. —

at 586, Morehead State at 589,
Lipscomb at 594, Jacksonvil-

The Murray State men's golf
team stood in fourth place after

Ile State's B-team at 595. Tennessee-Martin at 605. Stetson

during fielding drills. On Monday, the right-hander took a

two rounds of the three-round
Grub Mart/Young Oil Intercol-

ern at 613.

quick hop after every pitch to
prevent too much strain on the

legiate, played at the par-72,
6,822-yard Silver Lakes Golf.
The final round was sched-

the day tied four fourth in the
65-golfer meet with a 2-under-

uled to be played today.
The tournament appears to

par 142, having golfed a 72
in the first round and a 70 in
the second. He was just four

"I tried

to

protect it and

SportsBriefs
MI The boys "Black" soccer team at Murray Middle School defeated
Community Christian 5-0 in prep action last week.
Ryan Greer, Blake Maness and Alex Bokeno paced the Tigers' offtense. Drew Swann, Ryan Miller and Will Doran controlled the midfield
for Murray.
Michael Orr and Steven Arnold had solid games defensively for
MMS

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY

the Ledger

be a warm-up of sorts for the
upcoming Ohio Valley Conference Tournament, as eight of
the 11 league teams are taking part in the
nament. The
onship

will

11 -team tour-

OVC
be

Champi-

played

April

18-20 in Decatur. Ala.
Host Jacksonville State led
the field after Monday's play
with a two-round 566. Tennessee Tech finished the day
in second at 569, followed by
Tennessee State at 576, Murray State at 582. Samford at
583, Southeast Missouri State

• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by oer office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

R &0 Office Building
1210 Johnson Blvd., Murray, KY

••••••••••••".•'•••••••••••••

Junior Kyle Shirley finished

shots behind co-leaders Julian
of Jacksonville
Colmenares
and Scott Stallings of
Tennessee Tech, each with 6-

State

under 138s.
Junior Jamie Frazier was
tied for eighth with a 1-under
143. shooting a 3-under 69 in
the second round.

TODAY'S LIMP SPONSOMD BY:

Lindy Suitor
Ilion gritty tame Agency
To woo or row No irmurance
coated la kid*

TV, radio
Ile
al • 1111e ale • IN
ell
=1 • ai/•
al as Mk •

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
View Our
Entire Inventory
www.
bennettmotorsinc

.com

Contact

GEORGE OAKLEY 753-8535
CARLA REXROAT 753-9331

at 612 and Birmingham-South.

604 AWE St.• 753-5642

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY!
1,148 Sq. Feet

••••••.d.
••

women's

Elliott, Keiko Tate and Stephanie

Stumbo. The

was the overwhelming choice to succeed

We offer you: FREE Estimates References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Wutten Warranty.
Deluxe Models vii/ vinyl siding
Deluxe Models vv./ hardboard siding
S7.275
56 775 I 1/2 CAR (12420) '
11/2 CAR (12x20)
S7.975
S7.575 2 CAR (18x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
58.375
S7.995 (22x221
LARGE CAR(2202)
$8.475
. .. .... .58.075 2 17 CAR (24x24)
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
59.175
58.775 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR I244301
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30) .
510.975
$10,575 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24136)
(24x36)
511.475
511.075 LARGE? CAR (3000)
LARGE 3 CAR i30x301
S15 27r,
S14.675 (30x40) ... .
130x401
PLUS.. OFF-LE-4L LOT - CALL us,
Out online for custom-built garages
us
Check
coM
and portable buildings at www bbgarages

Sarah

Fisher.

knee when his front leg land-

...

a
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ed.

308 S. 12th St.• 759-2500

in

• ••

al second round on Tues-

Eyecare Specialties
I. I= =II OM =I MI =II

III Edwards

due in the NCAA Region-

day.
111011

advance, lose and your season's over
n't affected her team, DeMoss said.

Sox at Vero Beach, Fla.
Tennessee

mate Sara Potts hit her seventh 3-poInt
during the second half against

shot

Chattanooga

there

women

celebrate after team-

players

Sunday in Lexington, Ky. Kentucky won
91-54. From left are Nastassia Alcius,

will be a lot of people that
will not respect it or recogas

Kentucky

gan.

women's coaches.

it

—

ing a 79-68 first-round win over Eastern Michi-

ries should include men's and

nize

AP Photo
numbers

they averaged 5,301 fans during the regular
season — has convinced the WNIT to let them
host all of their tournament games thus far, includ-

ly isn't preoccupied with proving the list of all-time victo-

"It's been suggested

the regular season and South-

eastern Conference tournament.
But the Wildcats' attendance

nificant and more meaningful
when it includes both the men's

County teammates Carrie Radke

r

games during

to make a run for a seventh
national title, and she certain-

Monday's Games
Washington 1, Flonda 0
Atlanta 9. St Louis 0
Toronto 6. Pittsburgh 5
Cincinnati 5. Tampa Bay 3
Minnesota 3, Philadelphia 2
Boston 7, L A Dodgers 3
San Diego 4 Milwaukee 3
Kansas City 12. Chicago Cubs 5
San Francisco 9, Oakland 4
Arizona 5. Chicago White Sox 4
Houston 7, Detroit 4
N Y Yankees.6, Cleveland 2
Seattle 12 Colorado 4

rebounds, 5.9 assists and 5.5

I

night in the second

Arizona.

Young, Lone Oak junior Emily

15.3 points

and handed out 2.7 assists per
game. while ltiavkase tossed

1

15-15 record

because we had played phone
he just said, 'Good
luck going for the number. I

16 state tournament.

Purchase Team

Kentucky squeaked into the WNIT with a
after losing 10 of its last 12

record

other game Tuesday. LSU plays

A:rsith:tir,4 4

14.9 ppg.. and

the

tag and

day at noon in the girls' Sweet

in

break

:

ber, how they closed out their careers at Ken

round. Top-seeded Tennessee
(27-4) hosts Purdue. In the

II Thurman ...
Shelton scored

years
used to long postseason runs during 18
Tennessee.
power
perennial
as an assistant at

record

She can

.4

became

DeMoss

Mickie

rY.

"He

Central Catholic on Thurs-

coach

She said the experience of playing in the postseason will be invaluable to her team, which
has three freshman starters, and is a reward
for the team's three seniors — Sara Potts,

NOTE Split-squad games count in the
standings games against non-maior
,eague teams do not

From Page 1B

•••

they are."

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
901 Sycamore

Summiti goes •Kentucky
for record at From Page 1B
home in NCAA
Tournament

the NCAA
"Some teams that have been in
may
tournament for the past two or three years
as
WNIT
the
in
being
about
not be as excited

Sponsored By:

David King

Murray Ledger &
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2K • Tuesday, March 22, 2005

1-800-363-4720

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
Noon
ESPN — Preseason. Atlanta vs N Y
Mets. at Port St Lucie, Fla
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — NIT, quarterfinal Cal StateGeorgetown
at
Fullerton
$ p.m.
ESPN — NIT quarterfinal UNLV at
South Carolina
NBA
6 p.m.
TNT — Detroit at Cleveland
8:30 p.m.
TNT — Miami at Houston
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — NCM Division I tournament, second round, Arizona VS L SU
at Knoxville, Tenn.; Liberty vs. DePaul
at College Park. Md., George
Washington vs. North Carolina at
Chapel Hill NC. Florida State vs.
Connecticut at Storrs. Conn.
ESPN2 — NCAA Division I tOUCTIOrnent, second round, PurdUs vs.
Tennessee at Knoxville. Tam.;
Matyiand vs. Duke at College Ps%
Md.; Boston Collage vs. Duke at
Chapei Mil, N.C.; Ample vs. fluipers
at Mons. Conn.

lliesday, March 22, 2005 •38
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Padden Wood
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Receonics
Computers
Appliance Parts
RIM To Buy
Aldus For Sem
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Antiques
Lam & Gorden
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Classifieds
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Rem IMO
Fine limapmere
436 Wis Property
third, erlitimuni
440
Lois For Ede
300113 ritslcirrerb
440 lole For Rent
Rreesed
alluded400 Fame For Sate
456 Acreep
Robb Home tots For Sale
ib Home Fir She
lkdalls Mimes For MS
410Rolorcydes & ATV s
Nola Hewes For Rent
400 Auto Pans
Motile Home Lots For Rent
405 Spoil Malty Amides
Nimes Fiedele
400 Used Cars
Apertieses For Rent
405 Vans
Noose For Rent
500 Used Trucks
Houses For Rent
510 Campers
Mae.Melds
520 Boats & Rotors
Comeardel Property
530 %nines Offered
Pete 4 Simples
560 Free Column
Ummeodt 4 Supplies
570 Tobacco & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Leese

$7.75 Odom lad.AO% Dleamid 2•4 Ron.
40% DidemtId Ilea.
AN 3 Ads Mai Itra MN DM,Penad

$3-00 Per 0411111111111dledra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
$8.25 Fist Day -20 words or less
Over XI weeds $30 sack
Addition,CAMeecelive DayiaSil per word per day.
• Gehl1250okra km bind bos eh
o
MOIL
Ciniirdepid
km
extra
$3-X

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
27
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-19
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Assistant Director for Annual Giving, Office of
Development. Murray State University seeks an outstanding Assistant Director for Annual Giving to develTo A Very
op, execute, monitor, report on and adapt as necessary,
\
Special Little
a comprehensive Annual Fund development plan that
Boy, Happy
maximizes results while effectively and efficiently uti7th Birthday
lizing existing financial and human resources.
Howard
Qualifications: Bachelor's Degree required; minimum
Huteon
2 years experience in university advancement.
love, All Your Tarruly
Telemarketing experience is required, as is proficiency
in Microsoft Office Suite, and other software packages.
Strong interpersonal communication skills (written and
verbal) and strong organizational skills. Preference
given to candidates with previous annual giving experience, managerial experience and/or experience directing
BIBLE
volunteers, and to those with experience using and manMESSAGE
aging automated telemarketing,systems.
759-5177
Coordinator of Athletic Fund-Raising and
Marketing, Murray State University seeks an outstandNow accepting
applications for 3 full
ing Coordinator of Athletic Fund-Raising and Marketing
time Of pan time manto coordinate resource development activities for all
ager and cooks
FOUND on 121 by
Apply in person
men's and women's intercollegiate sports programs,
Parts
Auto
Key's
at Nick's
Collie/Shepherd mix
including organizing grass roots athletic booster/donor
616 N. 12th
Black & tan, neutered
Murray
clubs, soliciting major gift prospects, 4nd developing
male 270-978-1779
and selling advertising/marketing. This is a full-time,
OWN a computer? Put
FOUND black female
to
Up
to
it
work!
4th
N
in
Spaniel
Cocker
non-tenure track position. Qualifications: Bachelor's
$1,500 to $7,500/mo
St area Day 753degree required with a minimum of 2 years successful
PT/FT. 1-888-3140701, evening 4983790 24 hr recording
8903
experience in the areas of sales and marketing or colleFREE BOOKLET
JUST give us a call,
giate fund-raising; strong oral and written communicawww.vrtwoddwrde corn
well be glad to help,
tion skills and organization skills; ability to work well
Your loved one we'll
Wanted.
PAINTERS
try to find,
Local painting contracwith students, faculty, community and media; able to
'Cause we all have
tor is recruiting experitravel.
Furry or Feathered
professional
enced
Friends, Here it the
painters Must have at
Director of Corporate and Foundation Giving, Office
Ledger & Times.
least 4yrs experience.
of Development, Murray State University, seeks an outPlease call (270)753Call 753-1916 6895 leave message
standing Director of Corporate and Foundation Giving
No walk-in applications
to cultivate and solicit foundation and corporate
Ot.3
accepted
Help Wailed
prospects for major and annual gifts. This is a full-time,
PART time opening for
non-tenure track position. Qualifications: Bachelor's
dependable person to
ACTIVITY DIRECTOR
resort
small
small
in
operate
opening
degree required with a minimum of four years of succoffee shop and perPuryear nursing home.
cessful fundraising, including direct experience cultivatform other miscellaMust have CERTIFIneedas
205
duties
neous
731-247-3
CATION
ing, soliciting, and stewarding corporations and foundaed. Call Susan 436ask for Anita EOE
tions. Experience in higher education settings a plus. A
2345
\„.k.1 CIX1LS itt(1 SPORTSMAN'S background in the corporate and/or foundation environMARINA
lotintams 1or
ANCHOR
ment may substitute for professional fundraising experiHwy 68 E. at Jonathan
da‘
ence. Excellent written, listening, and speaking skills,
Creek needs PART
1[ISI he .thre to
STORE CLERK,
as well as organization skills, computer competence,'
ork cckends TIMEregister
& calculacash
Sow,:
Appl‘ ll
knowledge of philanthropy and fundraising principles,
tor expenence, fishing
Driv-In. 21 7
& boating knowledge
and ability and willingness to travel.
12th1 Street.
helpful Call 270/354Gift Planning, Office of Development.
\o plionc c;111, 6568 Monday-Friday 9- Director of
Murray State University seeks an outstanding Director
4:00 ONLY for applicaDISHWASHER wanted
tion & job interview
of Gift Planning to plan, direct and coordinate giving
4 days a week. Grill
care
child
star
TWO
strategies through life income trusts, wills, gift annucook wanted for weekcenter is now accepting
ends only. Apply in perities, real estate, and life insurance for the University.
applications for child
son before 2PM. No
providers with
care
This is a full-time, non-tenure track position.
phone calls_ Hungry
child care experience.
.
Bear Restaurant
Qualifications: Bachelor's degree required with four
Apply at 109 S 15th
DRIVERS NEEDED. St., Murray.
years of fundraising experience or related field with a
COMPETITIVE
to
Someone
WANTED:
HOME
minimum of 2 years concentration in planned giving,
WAGES.
me how to build
WEEKENDS. BENE- teach
estate and financial planning, or charitable giving tax
web
PHP-MYSOL
FITS. MUST HAVE
sites. Call 753-8257
law; knowledge of gift planning strategies, related tax
CLASS A CDL WITH
5:00PM, ask for
MINIMUM 3 YEARS after
laws and planned giving software required. Advanced
Richard or send email
OTR EXPERIENCE.
to rbparker41echardegree in a related field preferred. Skills needed
DRIVING
CLEAN
ternet
RECORD (800)468include: innovative, self-motivated, organized individPond
6087
WILLOW
ual capable of multi-tasking; superior written and oral
Restaurant in Aurora
HEY Ladies! Workout
now hiring all positions.
communication skills; well-developed negotiation,
FREE while enjoying a
4-8PM.
person
in
Apply
great part time job! A
fund-raising, and analytical skills; excellent interperson16814 Hwy 68 East. No
women's fitness facility
al skills and ability to interact effectively with a wide
phone calls, please
is seeking a fun, enerin
getic person to work
variety of constituents; ability and willingness to travel.
an upbeat environFor more details on responsibilities, see
ment. Position availstaff
able for support
http://www.murraystate.edu/indir/hr/jobrpt,htm.
10-15 hours per week. WILL sit with elderly
Application Deadline: April 11, 2005. To Apply:
housecleaning.
If interested come by
and
Curves, 1608 Hwy. 121
753-0331
Submit a letter of application indicating job title, current
North. Murray.
resume, and names, addresses and telephone numbers of
JOB Coach assist with
three (3) professional references to Chair, (list job title)
training people with
disabilities at various
Search Committee, Murray State University, 106
DELL laptop, $400
employcommunity
OBO 437-4738
Development Center, Murray, KY 42071. Women and
ment settlings. Graves
Fulton
/Carlisle/
minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray State
MDIA COMPUTERS
counties.
/Calloway
A+ Certified Technician
University is an equal education and employment
Hours will be depenOn site service.
opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer
dant on availability. For
759.3556

Seeking a full-time, experienced, dependable,and self-motivated person to do excellent work in A/P, A/R, bank reconciliation
and willing to learn accounting software as
well as other related duties. Must be computer literate and have a good working
knowledge of Microsoft applications,
(Outlook, Word & Excel). Excellent communication skills and references required.
Salary commensurate with experience,
benefits available. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-0, Murray, KY 42071.

more information conEmployment
tact
Connections (270)443-

1200.
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Gail
M-F 9am-lpm only' 1800-578-8799
rs

Us I'Ve 1,111 !I

glad to help'
I P-110
210753-191'

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 cr56 Call
Larry at 753-3833

BUYING

aluminum

cans and Other alurnkIuM. Key Atilo Perla-

M3902

WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
416040 Or 211314199
Six days a week

Need Extra Cash?

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
755-5713

ileaFaniehinp
AMERICAN DREW 3
piece bedroom suite
Queen size bed. night
stand, and dresser with
mirror. Polyurethane
finish. $450 227-0777
LA-Z-BOY recliner, floral couch. 2 occasional
chairs, one end table, a
desk and chair that
holds a machine. All in
condition.
excellent
753-5909
MATCHING sofa &
love seat, neutral colors, 3 months old 270753-7492

•Minimal Hours 'Monthly Pay

Immediate Opening
County Route Carrier For
TheMurray Ledger & Times

CRAFTSMAN Riding
hydrostatic
mower,
drive, 42" cut, 3 years
old, one owner, excellent condition, $650
firm. Call (270)2271277 or (270)227-8797

Must have own automobile.
good driving record and vehicle insurance
Six day per week delivery.
Interested persons should come by
and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times

•

1001 Whitnell Ave.

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS
AGRICULTURAL WORKERS
NEEDED
04/25/05 to 12/29/05
04/25/05 to 01/12/06
Wages: minimum of $8.17/hr. 75% of
hours listed on job order will be guaranteed. All tools will be provided at no cost.
Free housing provided to those beyond
local recruiting area. Transportation and
subsistence paid when 50% of contract is
met. Contact local state Employment
Service Office.
POSITION AVAILABLE
Director of Children and Youth:
Mayfield First United Methodist
Mayfield, KY
This person will be responsible for coordinating all activities for childreneand youth,
leading the U.M. Youth Fellowship, and
‘korking in close relationship with the minister and various committees to enhance the
spiritual growth of our children and youth.
A college degree a plus. however appropriate experience would be strongly considered. Salary is commensurate with experience. Send resume with references to:
Bryan Bacon. Staff Parish Relations
Committee, 205 Kess Dr., Mayfield. KY
42066.

Co
Logging
A&A
Buyer of standing turn
ber, pupwood, pine
Ph 658-3676 or 705
9099
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
USED carpeting. electric baseboard heaters,
refrigerators, air conditioners, stoves and
doors. 753-4109
WANT to buy junk cars
IraCke, and tractors
4311-S335

WANTED riding mowers that need work
436-2867
150
Articles
For Sale
below
COSMETICS
cost. Starter kit & unit
supplies also available
Kay
Mary
Former
Sales Director Call
489-2886. leave rnesWage
The Place to
St,irt

MurraN

150
Aides
For Sde
DIRECTV
Get a 4-room Satellite
system tree, installed
free. Take Total Choice
Plus,for $45.99 per mo.
& get HBO, Cinemax,
Showtirne & Starz free
for 3 months_ Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info
759-0901.
FREE
Get a 4-room Satellite
System free DVR &
HO receivers available
6 months free HD
package with DISH
network. America's Top
60 channels with local
only
networks for
$31.99 per month Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info
759-0901
INTERNET
High speed Internet via
satellite Only $29 99
Call
month
per
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info
759-0901
NICE solid oak table
with 6 chairs Rarely
used, $475 Computer
desk. $25 TV stand
$10. Call 435-4140 or
293-2269
OFFICE desks. neon
(open) sign. Coke
machine, washer and
dryer, M.I G. and T I,G
welders, Case tractor
with backhoe attachment. 753-4109
good
TREADMILL,
condition, $175 7537466
TV'S
Come by 8. check out
our large selection of
TV's & horns electron-

200
sPIIS EquViant
,ALLAWAY 3-PVY plus

&Wee, graphite firm
$499 753-3632

Moab Norms For UN I
3 BEDROOM. 2 BATH
16x80 Only $14900!
Call Now" 731-5849429
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
LAND/HOME PACKAGE SPECIAL!! 731584-9429
4 BEDROOM. 2 BATH
DOUBLEWIDE ON 6
IN
ACRES
McLEMORESVILLE ,
Call now!!! 731-5849429
'97 Clayton 3BR 2
bath Must see. asking
pay off. 270-753-7823
SINGLE
LARGEST
WIDE RETAILER IN
WEST TENNESSEE
Where WE OWN THE
BANK. Let us get you
in a Home today with
NO MONEY DOWN
Call 731-642-6438
SHOWMODEL
Reduction Sale
Several Preowned
homes to choose from
Keith Baker Homes
Pans (731)644-0012
800-533-3568
THE SALES CENTER
IS FULL!! 25 NEW
Used and Repo s in
Stock NO MONEY
DOWN with your deed
Call 731-642-4046
YOU'VE TRIED THE
REST, NOW COME
TRY THE BEST. WE
OWN THE BANK "
SINGLEWIDES, SINSINGLEWIDES,
GLEWIDES!! Call 731642-6438
280
Noble Homes For Rent
2t3R. $275 753-6012
2BR, $275/mo. 4365697

El

mo Lots For Rya

LOTS for rent
9866

753

PLACE to rent for MSU
fraternity
affiliated
Capacity
meetings.
approx 75 people
270)627-0416

ics. Plasma. LCD. DIP
Protection. TV furni-

lin

ture also available
Beesley Antenna and
Satellle 500 N. 4th St .
Murray KY

1BR. 1 bath, washer 8.
dryer. $325 month.
753 7559

varib For Auk

48•Tuesday, March 22, 2005
Now Open! Newly Constructed'

TANGLE WOOD APARTMENTS

1750 Lowe* Drive Murray. KY 42071
2, A 3 bedivonu available
d interact & phone rues with E ci
(Discounte
• Free Cable
• Washer/Dryer !kW,Itird • Large spacious units
• Fulls equipped electric kitchen includes Range
Retngerator. Dishwasher/Disposal
• Carpet/Cerantiv Tile throughout
HeaLiAu • Outside storage • Energy Efficiait
Central
•
Affordable rents Some restnctions apply
Call Joy for details... 270.762.1044
TrYdi 800-648-6056

al, Get lucky Jo
iv with our... "lir
March Special

Run a one inch ad in our Classified section
for only

$70.00

$300.00 FREI.: GAS
‘N'ITH 1. SE
Nlur-(al .kpartments
1. 2. N. 3
402 \ottlitt
N,\‘1,1 II
\I,iiis
l'hoile: 759-49S4
Lqual
• 1-(s4S f 1511
I 1)1 )

per month

(regular price: $120.52)

This space
could be yours
for $70
per month!

Call Classified Advertising at
(270) 753-1916 for details.
• Minimum of one month
• No changes can be made
• Prepayment required
• No refunds for early cancellation

eterowicri prop.fix nerd

1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200 mo
753-4109
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444
1BR 1 bath studio.
$335 month 28R. 1
bath. washer & dryer.
$410 month 753-7559
1BR low utilities no
pets $235 a month
753-3949
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
38R apts available for
immediate occupancy
Please call 753-8221

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY large 3/2 near
downtown industry and
hospital All utilities
plus cable including 5
premium channels and
References
Internet
and deposit $840 a
month 761-1402. 2270406

Murray Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

3BR. 2 bath newly
remodeled, $500/mo
Discount if paid earty
(270)489-2515 20 N
Cherry St
4 year old brick house
on Kentucky Lake with
boat slip 38R, 2 58A
wd hookup $875 a
month 270-436-5321
or 314-503-6011

OFFICE space. Village
Center. 1406 North
12th St. 1,200 sq
ft 753-7559
IMat Sumba
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

50X20 block storage
building Electricity, no
water Located behind
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. $150 monthly
759-0901
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

02 Yamaha 1100 V
Star, loaded & nice
$6.900 Call 270-7533672
1987 Yamaha Razz
runs
Red
scooter
great, very good condition, $350 759-9564

• Lawn Mowing
•Bushogging
*Garden Breaking
*Grader Blade•Work

INSMUM
h

270-753-6491 or 293-7919,
„

Pet17 bon

Fertilising
Fro* &Masses
270-354-9179

Free Estimates
Bob Wallace - Owner

Hudson.
LAYTON
hauling 8 backhoe
753-4545, 767-0213

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning
•Vins I Siding & Fencing .Mobile Homes
•Bnck •All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
'She Use HO4 Water •Parking Lots & Dnvewass
David Borders
(270)767-0313 or(270)527-7176

LAWN MOWING
• Lawn aeration, installation, mowing,
reconstruction, and reestablishment
• Chemical applications for treating weeds.
diseases and pests in the entire landscape
• Free landscape designs and estimates
• Landscape installation, maintenance, and
renovation

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal <hack
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Diii"
753-5827
Mower
MOODY'S
Repair pick-up & deliver. 753-5668

1

111Mitled Cars

Pontiac
1991
Bonneville SE, 4 door.
$850 OBO. 762-9070

NURSERY & GARDEN CENTER
Phone: 270-762-0505
Licensed & Insured
MIA LAWN
MOWING SERVM:Es

lame tacks
2004 Chevy Silverado
1500 extended cab
Z71 4WD, excellent
condition, red extenor,
leather/loaded,
$22,900 759-9564
2003 Dodge Ram 1500
Quad Cab, excellent
condition. Hemi motor.
Power windows and
locks. 20 inch wheels
Will take $21.000 OBO
Call 270-753-6095.

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work 8 Track
hoe

Waist your in.,
d
e
look ita beetl
Cal 733-Wii
at 2274611

David's Home
Improvement
now Darnagoo Hood
Baum & Fbx Jai*
Rimodekg &Kraft
Doll

Owlet

WM Do Inswance Work
Vse & Was/Card Accsolea

731-247-5422
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Quality
Remodeling
Work. Over 30 Years
Gerald
Experience.
Walters. 753-2592.

111111nr
tot
INN
T/0-753-2442 I
INN NMI
Usamelaimissl

WALLPAPERING and
interior painting Free
estimates Call Lone at
Graceful Changes.
607-738-2910

Pa,,,

ts)hait
ionmwntilNesh
iiIili5iiiil

RARE EARTH

•• Oil

Wheat Straw
52.00 Bale
Mulch Truck-toad
or Bucket
Kelly Farms
759-8858
753-8697

Offered

Dependable Lawn Care Service

Bor.
7.594p54i 753-1-

PAYTON LAWN CARE
Mowing.
Landscaping
Fertilizer and Light
Backhoe Work
270-436-5507 Homo
270-293-7717 Cell

Horoscopes

RESICO M
LLC.
Contractors,
Residential
Commercial repairs.
remodels, additions.
Replacement windows,
vinyl siding, decks.
Insurance claims welcome 270-227-2115,
270-436-5764
WANTED: Yards to
mow Reliable 2936119

by Jacqueline Near

for someone else's funds. there
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
could be an unexpected twist.
Wednesday, March 23,2005:
The same goes if someone else
%al EMI*
you
and
ted.
Expect the unexpec
is handling your money. Use cauLawn
Cut
CLEAN
will be on cruise control this tion. A solid relationship could
week
SVILLE
HOPKIN
mowed,
Care Lawns
PREMIER MINISTORyear. You will change your way
take an interesting turn. Tonight .
end real estate sales
VERY roomy. 2br.
free estimates 293AGE *inside climate
thinking because of a willingof
class
4 bedroom house 1 2
beginner
person
Special time with a loved one.
2 bath. garage, C/H/A,
1924
control storage
Silverado extend31st at 2003
3 apts 753-1252 or
read between the lines.
March
to
ness
starts
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
All appliances. 1 year
*Security alarmed
ed cab, 20,000 miles,
1\\ \\
Call
753-0606
Inn
I.
Holiday
***** Hold your ground,
lease. 1 month deposit,
Allow your mind to grow and
*Safe & clean
metallic gray, lots of
(270)223-0789
II I
evolve in a new direction. even if others test your patience
CLEAN and attractive 2 no pets 753-2905
•We sell boxes,
\\\ \
extras. 753-3287
ahoo
adams@y
What you
deloise
bedroom duplex apartSudden insights become com- and ability to say "no."
•We rent U-Hauls
'01 Dodge V-8 club
corn
see and how someone reacts
ment with dishwasher
reaches
mind
753-9600
your
as
ce,
monpla
sharp,
x-Ira
cab.
need to be remembered. This
w d $400 plus deposit
out past self-imposed restric89.xxx. 270-753-7823
MURRAY real estate
person will always be capable of
lease references, no
tions. Take time alone as freclasses for broker
o
1500
Pm.
l
Silverad
ameta
g
2000
.
82
bedroom
753-Sh
unusual behavior. You might
1
this
LARGE
489-274
pets
hours now enrolling for
quently as you need to in order
For Sale
LS Z71, extended cab,
not like it, or you might find his or
share kitchen and bath.
View
FORREST
April 4th (270)223- • 4 door, new tires,
to regroup and think through
exciting.
very
actions
Near downtown indusher
DNJ Handyman
COMMERICAL proper
Apartments 1213 N
0789
condition.
excellent
everything that happens this
All utilask.
hospital.
Just
:
and
try
Tonight
16th St now accepting
ty 152'x228', has stree
deloiseadams@ yahoo
94.000 miles, $14,900.
We do all the odd
your confidants LAMA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
ities plus cable includfrontage on all fou
applications for 1br
COM
Call Todd at- ne-e9e- -.
chann
r check- out people *** Know when to retreat and
.premiur
ing
lee
'
-4
4
:
'
.400x313
itfon
tti.
1+;(ok
aw
sides,
starting at 6330/mon
,
'
0773
nels and ''Interhet
play ostrich. Work or a project
y. ss involving
•cla
SUBDIVISION with 9
brick 8 vinyl bldg
2br townhouses, basic
giVelilmt1444.
and
er
a
ces
For
Referen
1987
become so overwhelming
could
and
growth
l
$45,000
lots for sale
greater spiritua
newly paved parking
rent $360, month Call
293-5438
deposit. $250 a month.
super cab. V6 auto.
that you will naturally seek solion
Located
block bldg 060
Leave
anding might be instru50'x20'
lot.
753-1970
underst
761-1402. 227-0406
762-9070 after 4:00_
tude where you can focus. The
Wrather Rd.. Almo
located at rear. For
Message
mental to your mental perspecOBO
$600
unique or different path proves to
-0810
call
ion
270-978
more informat
tive. Travel also might open
HILLWOOD Drive 2BR
340
be the nght way to go. Tonight:
877-726-4077
510
doors. If you are single. you
apt. $350/mo, lease &
• oimplcte Los. ii
Houses For Reel
TWO story brick apartTake a walk after dinner. Get
Campers
req
deposit
could get a jolt if you take some• I iv,.
ment building with 5
more physical.
water sewage trash
two-BR units. Excellent
fr.:
one at face value. Get to know
Liii
trsi
I
•
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
2 bedroom, 1 bath,
5th
Shasta
27'
2000
7
turn Call 293-511
income-producer
257
month.
someone well before deciding
**** An unpredictable child or
$425
wheel Phoenix Trailer,
2 spaces. both 15x50
9
$125,000. 270-75389-622
are
you
2711-4
If
LIVE Oak Apts.
it.
'Tobacco Rd 753-1159
is
she
loved one could easily tngger
or
he
that
n.
conditio
excellent
One unfinished, $425 4109. 270-227-1545
Newly Remodeled
will
nship
you. Keep your long-term desires
relatio
attached, your
used 10 times, $9,000
e to suit. $475.
1BR $29000
CUSTOM Tractor,
2BR near downtown configur
regarding this relationship in
enough
given
-0043,
steamy
to
270-753
return
Call
One finished as very
2BR $340.00
work tilling, blade
Murray. 753-4109
mind before reacting. Getting
Farms For Saks
270-210-2860
quality time. SCORPIO always
nice office, $475. Call
3BR $42500
work, bush hogging.
a petty squabble won't help
into
presents a different point of
Nelson Shroat 759Free estimates Gerald
5100 deposit special
you relate more closely. Tonight:
a
TVA
joins
acres.
195
bath.
2.5
38R brick
3772
for qualified applicants
L Carroll owner 492- view.
Do what you want,
Wildcat Campground.
Gas H/A, stove &
or 293-0163
Office hours 8-2
E159
TARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
SAGIT
on
feet
power,
&
square
water
7,100
county
1811. bass boat, 150HP
refrigerator, no pets.
the Kind of 21)
Show
Stars
Mon-Fri
The
acres.
3
and
ately
good hardwood
Johnson. 2-depth tindlease & references, approxim
Call today for appointDay You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; ** You might not want to, but
DOZER WORK
Office space. 2 bathpine timber. exc. hunters Trolling motor.
$575 753-1059
ment
ive; 3-Average: 2-So-so; you will have to take the lead at
4-Posit
REPAIR
&
L
rooms, equipped with
INSTAL
ing. (270)871-2834 or
Looks
Runs great.
753-8221
work or within your immediate
hookup,
&
air
lt
MS
heat,
SYSTE
-Difficu
all
I
8-2808
gas
SEPTIC
(270)74
3BR. 1713 Oakhill.
sharp $3,2013 OBO.
circle. Regroup and rethink. You
GRAVEL HAULING.
NEW 3BR. 2BA duplex.
appliances furnished, steel hoist beam, great
436-5101 Leave mesmight come to a stunning realizaPublic or Contract
lighting. excellent locaARIES(March 21-April 19) .
$700 per month. Call
$675/mo 293-7738
sage
stone
is
in
Let go of a characteristic or
written
building
is
tion.
at
270-753
The
Nothing
Contact
tion.
**
23
.293-54
530
habit that impedes your success.
9503
divided and can be
right now. Even your opinions
15 fenced acres 3
Services Ofted
Tonight: Still in control.
leased by section. Call
are subject to radical swings, as
miles from Murray.
I "s I. %%1• new information comes in.
FIN(
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
753-2905 or 293-8595.
or
$50,000 753-1940
Concentrate on work or your ***** Look behind others'
10114
3
CNIII
978-052
COMMERCIAL properreactions. Don't take everything
daily routine. You will be able to
Mosnag
ty, approx. 1,500 sq. ft.
11311
you hear as tned-and-true. Work
any boomerang if you are
Lawns aid Remedies
handle
Rework
Noses For UN
500 N. 4th St., Murray.
Garsies Brrakieg • Bedroggia&
past rigid thinking that could
centered. Tonight: Take it easy.
window
of
Plenty
cause trouble when relating with
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
'Sight 270-489-2533 /
vertical
with
2BR
space. high traffic area.
deal well with the
You
others. Get feedback, as you'll
*
****
822
270-293-2
Cell:
duplex behind. Grea
Monthly or yearly lease
that
ty
instabili
and
open up to different thinking.
ent
088
excitem
270-293-3
FUTRELL'S Tree
investment. $65.000.
available. For more
way. While others
Tonight: Let your mind relax. Put
your
heads
Lamb's
Joe
2707
436-286
-4109.
Service
270-753
information call 759the
seize
you
a good movie.
upset,
on
be
could
Tune-up
.
removal
Mower Repair.
Trimming,
227-1545
0901 or come by
. Zoom in on what you
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
specials_ Work guaranstump grinding, fire- moment
Beasley Antenna &
***** Work closely with a
If attached, flirt with
3BR 28R bnck home, teed, free pick-up/delivwood. Insured. 489- want. Flirt.
Satellite
Tonight: Indulge in
.
partner or key person. This persweetie
your
th-level, carport, patio, ery.
2839.
son helps you out of any jam or
a special dinner.
and garage. 3.5 acres, 436-5141 A-AFFORDGreen Acres Lawn GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
obstacle that you might hit. Get
large pond, CAVA. KY
ABLE Hauling_ Clean
Service:
personal or feedback about how to insulate
area.
a
Almo
Handle
****
464
out garages, gutters, •10-years service.
your budget as much as possible
domestic matter that might have
$107.000. 270-753- junk 8 tree work
-Shrub and tree tnm7539. More land availyour mind working overtime. from the wild swings you have
ming 'gutter cleaning
492-8688 ROOF
experienced. Tonight: Go along
able
Clear out the issue and free
*Spring cleaning
REPAIRS. New
with another's plans.
yourself up for other matters.
•Othe services
Roofs, all types. 29
3BR, 2BA, 2 car
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Someone you look up to
Call
at
ce
service
'Quality
years experien
garage, brick, wood
becomes flaky, if not unpre- **** Others demand attention
affordable prices
floors, fireplace, fence. Carters
and control. You could become
dictable. Tonight: Order in.
(270)753-0462
vaulted ceilings, like
A Shade Greener
unusually reactive. Try to tame
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
8
227-865
See
new $119.000
Lawn Care
**** Say what you think, but
your newfound unpredictability.
www.510Shady corn
*Gutter Cleaning
Avoid turning over the apple cart
be willing to revise your opinion.
270-210-2470, 270*Shrub Trimming
-- for today at least. Allow others
Information that heads in your
gs
4
759-510
•Sm Tree Tnmmin
to run with the ball. Tonight:
direction tosses yet another perService 8
Quality
n. Make a
situatio
a
on
e
Where the crowds are.
spectiv
4BR,
BURY,
CANTER
Affordable Prices, Free
phone call to someone you have
by
Home
2 5BA
David
Call
Estimates
BORN TODAY
been thinking about. Tonight: Get
owner. Fenced back- (Home) 270-395-9915
Singer Chaka Khan (1953),
together with at least one friend.
yard. $159,000 1523 (Mobile) 519-2382
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
actress Joan Crawford (1904),
Beckett Dr 759-2158
-- Or -AFFORDABLE
A-1
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
*** Deal with finances with
athlete Roger Bannister (1929)
HAULING all around
GRAY bock. 3E1R (hard
PAINTING
care; if you are involved with
clean-up, gutters, tree
wood floors), kitchen
•For all residential and
work. 436-2867
with eating area. dining
small commercial
painting needs
area. IBA. attached
A-1 Stump Removal
carport, paved drive- 437-3044
*interior & Exterior
way, central H/A. 12
*Custom spraying for
mites 94 E. $67.000
lawn/patio furniture
is
ne
Deadli
REPAIR
NCE
ation.
APPLIA
cancell
early
No refund for
doors shutters
753-1951
Louver
PARTS
&
E
SERVIC
5/31/05.
Thursday at noon. Offer is good through
job
too small
'No
OR
6
(270) 293-872
RED brick, 38R, LR,
run in Saturday
•Free estimates
The Business Card Directory will
4
759-553
den, kitchen with eating
and in the The
753-8858.
Chuck Van Buren
issues of the Murray Ledger & Times
area. IBA, attached
S yard mowcarport. central H/A. MOWING, trimming, SPANN'
Shopping Guide on Wednesdays.
mulching 8
leaf
ing.
odd
painting,
,
mulching
large shop. storage
work
yard
other
building 10 5 acres, 12 jobs, cleaning. Free
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE
Estimates. 767-0533 Honest work at reasonmiles 94E. $87.000
able prices 492-11c3.5
978-1115.
753-1951
3BR. 2BA Very large
w•garage. $750 deposit
& rent wone year
lease 270-753-8242.
270-752-0494

CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.

\I II

1111

I 1)( 1.1‘111( ;Iry

11111

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

611 T Ian Smits

'All Size Units Available
'Now Have Climate Control

753-3853

fiargains

M

. . . SO SIGN UP FOR CUR BUSINESS
CARD DIRECTORY!
Get a full 'size space: Business Card
size. (40 word limit, 30 words with
graphic) for 1 month for $150 or 2
months for $275
Get a half space (20 word limit, 10
words with graphic) for 1 month for
$100 or 2 months for $175

THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY

Ats2801/3480090f1"7::42'...7...
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Eavesdroppers get an earful
from their irritated victims

Exercise and reflux
are related
DEAR DR. GOT!': I am car in a supermarket parking
70 and in good health except area, I had to stop suddenly
for acid reflux caused by a hiatal and hit the brakes hard. The
hernia. In the past, I exercised problem was that I pressed on
by lifting the accelerator pedal instead,
weights, mowing into the parked car
stretching ahead of me. Fortunately no
and doing one was injured, but I feel
headstands. stupid about doing this and
However, I wonder if my lapse could forestopped tell dementia.
DEAR READER: It is surthese exercises prising how often elderly peobecause I ple inadvertently press the
Dr. Gott believed accelerator when they intend
they would to apply the brakes. I believe
aggravate this is usually due to the drivBy
Dr. Peter Gott my symp- er being distracted or simply
of making a mistake. I would not,
toms
based on this single event, be
heartburn and indigestion.
My doctor suggested that I inclined to diagnose you with
exercise only on an empty stom- early Alzheimer's. But you
ach and continue the Prilosec should share your concerns with
I have taken for years. What your family doctor, who will
question you, perform an examdo you think?
DEAR READER: The ination and order further approproblem with acid reflux is priate testing.
There are relatively few peonot so much related to exercise as it is to gravity. There- ple over the age of 65 —
fore. I encourage you to stretch myself included — who have
and lift (moderate) weights; not experienced some difficulthis activity should not wors- ty remembering names. This
annoyance comes with the teren your symptoms.
On the other hand, stand- ritory. Your doctor can advise
ing on your head may cause you and, I hope, reassure you.
To give you related inforirritating stomach acid to flood
your esophagus by gravity. Con- mation, I am sending you a
sequently, I discourage this copy of my Health Report
practice. Substitute other activ- "Alzheimer's Disease." Other
ity, such as walking, swim- readers who would like a copy
ming, golf or other exercise should send a long, selfthat you can 'perform in an addressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
upright or prone position.
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
inforTo give you related
mation. I am sending you a sure to mention the title.
copy of my Health Report
Copyright 2005, Newspa"Hiatal Hernia." Other readers
who would like a copy should per Enterprise Assn.
send a long, self-addressed,
If readers would like to
stamped envelope and $2 to
Dr. Gott, they may
contact
167.
Box
Newsletter, P.O.
Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure write him through your newspaper or send their mail
to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOT!': I am directly to Dr. Gott do Unit73 and worry about Alzheimer's ed Media, 200 Madison Ave.,
disease. I'm bad on names but 4th fl., New York, NY 10016.
am otherwise normal — until
an event last month.
While slowly driving my
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the closing of the laboratory
10 years ago
school.
Speech
School
High
Murray
Births reported include a
DEAR ABBY: In response ach could hold its contents. Team placed first at the Nation"Cousin
to Mr. and Mrs. Roger
boy
mention
Thomas
perhaps,
Or,
at
al Forensic League
to "Conversationally Speaking,"
Runyon, March 12.
More College, Crestview.
a reader who complained about Mandy's" little boy throwing
40 years ago
Marine Pvt, Mark T. Carbeing eavesdropped upon in up all over the wedding cake
Danny Hatcher, member of
restaurants, you suggested that at someone's reception. -- penter, son of Floyd W. and
County 4-H Teen
SWOOPE,
Calloway
IN
T
the couple MARGARE
Rose M. Carpenter, has comengage in VA.
pleted recruit training at Marine Club, showed the Grand ChamDEAR MARGARET: That Corps Recruit Depot, Parris pion Hog at the Calloway Counsome "wild
ty FFA and 4-H Hog Show
dialogue" could, indeed, work. Read on: Island, S.C.
DEAR ABBY: I had the
enterBirths reported include a and Sale held March 20 at
for
tainment same experience. Since every- boy to Steve and Bonnie Hig- Murray Livestock Company.
purposes, one at my table was in the gins, March 8; a boy to Steve Becky Bailey of Calloway
as medical field, I began describ- and Lone Parrish, March 10; County 4-H Teen Club showed
such
to ing an extremely grisly autop- a boy to Pamela and Glyn the Reserve Champion Hog.
"how
Paul Sturm spoke about
spend their sy I had been involved in. Young, March 17; a boy to
Wild Life" at a meetcouthe
"Kentucky
minutes,
March
five
Brunn,
Within
Michael
drug
and
Carl
Abby
Dear
ing of the Murray Kiwanis
money" or ple at the nearby table had
18.
Club. Sturm is manager of the
which girl paid their bill and left their
20 years ago
By Abigail
Murray High School Tigers Wildlife Refuge Division of
you planned food. While they may have
Van Buren
to send on not been "cured" of listening, lost 54-45 to Oldham County the Tennessee Valley Authorithey certainly got their "dose" in their first game of the Ken- ty at the Land Between the
the next "call."
reality. -- STEPHEN IN tucky High School Basketball Lakes.
of
has
who
As a police officer
Recent births reported at
had to waste significant time THE WOODLANDS, TEXAS Tournament at Lexington. Jay
Your
Hospital include a boy
:
Murray
STEPHEN
the
for
scorer
DEAR
high
was
on
Wells
and resources following up
to Mr. and Mrs. Otis Brown
such reports of "suspicious eavesdroppers must not have Tigers.
Published is a picture of and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
behavior," I'm surprised you been fans of the currently popwould encourage such an irre- ular TV crime series and their members of the 1985-86 Mur- John Gill.
50 years ago
ray-Calloway County Economsponsible action. Our nation's spin-offs.
friends
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that
Zea,
rant
Steve
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have
leaders
Buckingam
and our governing
requested help from the pub- um and all kinds of plants Ellis, Joe Dick, Sid Easley, ture took a downward plunge
Melvin Henley, Larry Hurt, Stu- beginning at 11 p.m. High
lic in "remaining vigilant" and hanging from the rafters. When
reporting suspicious behavior to we realized we were being lis- art Alexander, Gary Haverstock, winds rose suddenly causing
the proper authorities. Fifty tened to, my friend's wife start- H. Glenn Doran and Max Hurt. some damage in the area.
Marine Pfc. Carlos Black
Births reported include a
lashes with a wet noodle to ed telling everyone at the table
the
control
to
and Marine Pfc. Charles B.
Jr.
order
Wyatt,
in
-Jean
how
boy to Brad and
you for failing to consider the
McCuiston are both serving at
consequences of your ill- bug population in the plants - March 14.
the Atomic Energy Proving
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advised recommendation. What - they had hundreds of lizards
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in
of
living
picture
a
is
DAN
-Published
thinking?
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Boone Jr., scoutmaster for Boy Nev.
HOFFMAN, DEPUTY CHIEF, Rosy" went screaming from
Births reported include a
(ALASKA) the restaurant with her coat Scout Troop 77 of Murray,
FAIRBANKS
pulled over her head. I guess being presented a plaque by boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe WindPOLICE DEPT. .
DEAR DEPUTY CHIEF she was afraid of lizards. -- the Mac Fitts, president of sor, March 13.
HOFFMAN: I was thinking JOHN IN WELLINGTON, Murray Optimist Club in recognition of Boone's many years
about having some fun, not OHIO
DEAR JOHN: Leapin' of service for the youth of the
about homeland security. In
By the Associated Press
the light of the sober times lizards -- your friend was cre- community.
A delegation of Murray State
Today is Tuesday, March
we live in, however, I proba- ative.
University School PTA meet 22, the 81st day of 2005. There
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enby
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with Murray State University are 284 days left in the year.
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Today's Highlight in Hisquite a few readers wrote to Abigail Van Buren, also President Dr. Constantine Curris to present their views on tory:
describe how they have han- known as Jeanne Phillips.
On March 22, 1765, Britain
dled the situation. Read on for
enacted the Stamp Act to raise
a sample:
money from the American
DEAR ABBY: My husband
colonies.(The Act was repealed
and I have a suggestion. Talk
the following year.)
about "Aunt Tilly's" recent
On this date:
operation with details so graphIn 1820, U.S. naval hero
ic that only the strongest stomSouth's queen lost to the king,
Stephen Decatur was killed in
East dealer.
and West's club return forced out
a duel with Commodore James
East-West vulnerable.
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NORTH
•A 6 3
VKQ7
•K 1082
•743
EAST
WEST
•K 4
•10 8 7 5 2
IP 10 8 4 2
IP 9 6 3
•7 5
•A 4
416.1 10 9 8 5
•K 6 2
SOUTH
•Q J 9
•A 15
•Q.1963
•A Q
The bidding:
North
West
South
East
3 NT
Pass
I NT
Pass
Opening lead — five of spades.
Certainly one of the more distressing moments in a declarer's life
is to start out with nine sure tricks in
three notrump and wind up down
two. Perhaps the only salve for a
declarer's bruised ego after such an
experience is that it might prevent
him from making the same foolish
mistake again.
Consider the present case where
West led a spade against three
notrump. Declarer played low from
dummy, losing to East's king, and
back came the jack of clubs.

declarer's ace. South had no choice
but to taskie.dianweds, big whentie
led the jack, West wait up with the
ace and returned a club, and the contract went down two.
Declarer erred on his play from
dummy at trick one, when he should
have gone up with the ace of spades
and established his diamonds at once
by forcing out the ace. This would
have assured at least nine tricks —
one spade, three hearts, four diamonds and a club — regardless of
how the opposing cards were
divided.
What causes a declarer to make
such a careless mistake? Mostly, it's
because players tend to play mechanically in certain situations. In this
case, they see the made-to-order
spade finesse they've encountered so
many times before, and they take the
finesse without giving the matter further thought.
Bat since — at least for the time
being — there's no bonus awarded
for playing hands quickly, this is not
a sensible approach. Anyone who
took just a little extra time to consider the play of the hand as a whole
before acting would surely find the
winning line of play on this deal, as
well as many others.

Barron near Washington, D.C.

In 1895, Auguste and Louis
Lumiere showed their first
movie to an invited audience
in Paris.
In 1933, during Prohibition,
President Franklin Roosevelt
signed a measure to make wine
and beer containing up to 3.2
percent alcohol legal.
In 1941, the Grand Coulee
Dam in Washington state went
into operation.
In 1945, the Arab League
was formed with the adoption
of a charter in Cairo. Egypt.
In 1946, the British mandate in Transjordan came to
an end.
In 1972. Congress sent the
proposed Equal Rights Amendment to the Constitution to
the states for ratification. (It
fell three states short of the
38 needed for approval.)
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59 Summer cooler
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21 Rher in Russia
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33 Imam's book
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MSU ensemble one of two university
bands to perform at Carnegie Hall
sity

The Wind Ensemble at Murray State Univer
has been selected as one of only two university

Only two university wind ensembles and six
high school groups are invited to participate.

selection outstanding.
bands in the country to perform under the bright which makes each student's
Band
bring together these
Wind
to
ed
the
at
design
is
City
l
festiva
York
The
lights of New
Ensemble to be held March 26-30. Murray's musical organizations for the purpose of music
ensemble, under the direction of Dennis Johnson, education and sharing through the language ot
will be showcased in concert at Carnegie Hall.
MUSIC
Murray students participating in this event
The festival also features Oklahoma State
include Chris Yoo, bass clarinet; Heather Waters.
its
University Wind Ensemble as the other univers
flute; Joe Hobbs, percussion: Rebecca Cripps,saxband.
ophone; and Zach Kingins, trumpet.

80, dies
Celebrated cabaret singer Short,
As an

said.
NEW YORK(AP) — Bobby form around the world, she
a
nights
five
of
drill
The
ed
tuxedo
suave,
Short, the
is
a
time
at
weeks
12
for
week
cabaret singer who epitomized
longer
Manhattan glamour and sophis- something that no
he
much,"
too
It's
me.
to
s
appeal
the
of
ings
tication with render
last
great American songbook, died told The Associated Press
year.
of leukemia Monday at 80.
With his classic songs and
Calling Short "an American
ined
treasure," Cafe Carlyle, the suave presence, he enterta the
at
years
the
over
nds
thousa
e
Hotel
Carlyl
the
at
ub
nightcl
celebrated
where Short was an institution Carlyle. In 2003, he
rsary there, as
since 1968, said it would close his 35th annive
York landmark
Monday in homage to the musi- familiar a New
Building or
State
Empire
the
as
it
cian who helped make
Central Park.
famous.
His fans inevitably included
Over the years, Short withrich and famous: Norman
the
stood constant changes in popuJacqueline Kennedy
lar music tastes, from Sinatra to Mailer and
the '70s, Barbara
in
s
Onassi
Dogg,
Snoop
Springsteen to
ck Dunne in
Domini
and
s
Walter
drawing in old fans and making
nium.
new ones with his repertoire of the new millen
Short hobnobbed with the
Broadway, Tin Pan Alley and
crust, most notably with
upper
jazz tunes by Cole Porter, Duke
Gloria Vanderbilt. He
er
design
Billy
ins,
Gershw
the
on.
Ellingt
of only a handful of
one
was
.
Strayhorn. Harold Arlen.
it onto the elite
"My audience expects a cer- blacks to make
r.
Registe
Social
ication
sophist
of
t
amoun
tain
"I think it's an expression of
when they are coming to hear
at work. I don't
me.- Short, who was born in democracy
high society backa
from
come
f
himsel
taught
and
Ill.,
le,
Danvil
even a college
not
I'm
.
ground
said.
the piano as a boy, once
told the AP in
Despite his age, Short — graduate," he
York 2000.
who died at New
Former first lady Nancy
Presbyterian Hospital — was far
remembered
from retiring, said Los Angeles- Reagan fondly
never forget
"I'll
:
saying
Short,
a
Wicks.
st
Virgini
publici
based
when he
him,
saw
I
time
last
the
He
who announced his death.
and me for
was scheduled to open the cafe's joined some friends
in Los Angeles.
50th anniversary season May 3, dinner recently
us, and that
for
just
sang
He
fall.
and perform again in the
But he wanted to make it his last
:k ear so he could travel and per-

ambassador of vintage
songs, Short played the White
House for presidents Nixon.

Carter. Reagan and Clinton.
"I go back to what I heard
Marian Anderson say once:
'First a song has to be beautiful," Short told The New York
Times in 2002. "However.
'beautiful' covers a wide range
of things. I have to admire a
song's squat= and what it's
about. But I also have to determine how I can transfer MN

affection for a song to an audience; I have to decide whether I
can put it across."
• He was nominated for a
Grammy in 2000 for "You're the
Top: Love Songs of Cole
Porter." In 1993, he was nominated for "Late Night at the Cafe
Carlyle."
He appeared in the movie
"Hannah and Her Sisters," the
TV miniseries "Roots: The Next
Generations," and the series "In
The Heat of the Night."
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